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THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY

OF A PUPPY CALLED

ANGELO
SON, GRANDSON OF FAITHFUL FAMILY FRIENDS

WHO FOUND EVEN A DACHSHUNd's BRAIN

TOO SMALL

FOR HIS INHERITANCE OF LARGER LIFE

SO CHOSE INSTEAD

THE ILLIMITABLE LIBERTY OF DEATH.

What was it, Angelo, you bore

Hid in your sun-brown eyes ?

A message from the skies ?

Ah no ! You knew no more
Than I

The secret things that lie

Far on the further shore.

What was it, dear one, that I loved

In your quaint sun-brown face ?

A spiritual grace ?

Ah no ! Your small soul moved
Apart.

Even my loving art

Knew not that sweet dim place.

But now, my pretty, that you lie

—Sun-roses on your grave

—

I understand ! Death gave

The clue—Death was itself the tie

Between
Our seen and our unseen

We meet there—you and I.

1st January, 1903.





PREFATORY

Is it not strange that neither religion nor the lack of it,

neither that which holds out hopes of immortality to man,

nor that which steals the last star from the night surround-

ing him, should concern itself at all with the future o

animal life ?

But is it not still more strange that we, to whom the

kindly companionship and help of animals is a present

necessity, should be content in that possible future to accept

winged beasts and pale white horses as equivalents for our

dear familiar friends ?

Strange indeed ! And to the mind of one fellow mortal

so ungrateful that before Death comes to her, bringing that

perfect equality which belongs to all mortals in the moment
of their dying at any rate, she sets down here no collection

of animal stories told to provoke tears or laughter from man,

woman, or child, but a fair and square record of the many
benefits which humanity has taken thoughtlessly, thanklessly,

from the " lower animals."

Such a record also of the virtues and vices they have

displayed in this servitude as will be admitted for com-

parative evidence in the great trial of "Immortal Man"
versus " The Beasts that Perish," which quite surely will

come before the Great Assize.
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And if the reading of this record rouses a single doubt

as to why the verdict should be a foregone conclusion for

humanity, the writer of it will be set free from some

ingratitude. If it does not, at least one fellow mortal will

find it easier when she touches Death either to face or to

forget the kindly creatures who have been so much to her

in Life.

F. A. STEEL.
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THE NATIVITY

Where man was all too marred with sin

The Ass, the Ox were bidden in.

Where Angels were unfit to come

These humble entered holydom.

There in the stable with the beast

The Christmas child hath spread His feast.

These His adorers were before

The Kings and Shepherds thronged the door.

And where no Angels knelt there kneeled

The innocent creatures of the field.

Katherine Tynan Hinkson.







A Mf.rky Christmas.

A. Ciirwcn.



CHRISTMAS TIDE

The Ox and Ass kept fast what day

Blessed Mary in Her travail lay.

Their empty manger so was free

A cradle for Christ-child to be.

No hunger now on Christmas morn

Man brims the manger-bed with corn.

Yet by its death each gentle beast

Still worships at our Christmas feast.

Christ, when Thou comest at the last

Remember both their feast and fast !
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PART I

WHAT OUR FELLOW MORTALS ARE
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REASON AND INSTINCT

ARE instinct," says Falstaff.

Let us follow his advice here, remem-

bering that doctors disagree as to the mean-

ing of the word, and that even could we
use it as a fixed equivalent for a fixed idea

we should still be no nearer certitude of

its existence as an entity.

Certain it is that man has no more data to go upon in

judging of his fellow men than he has in judging of the

beasts that perish.

In either case the observer can but argue from the

analogy of his own experience.

A man followed by a dog comes into the room where I

am warming myself by the fire, and both follow my example.

How can I differentiate between the working of their minds ?

What ground have I for arbitrarily saying that the one acts

by instinct the other by reason .?

No ! Into the mind of the beasts that perish as into the

mind of his fellows, man can only penetrate by imagining

himself already there.

I have no choice therefore. In setting down certain

observed phenomena in the lives of animals I am bound to

use the terminology of human life.

B 2
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Nor have any the right to complain that by so doing

the question is begged.

There is no alternative, and though it may tickle our

vanity as the " head and crown of things " to imagine that

such anthropomorphism must ever be in favour of the

beast, this is not really so in truth.

Think of the widened horizon which must indubitably

result from the mere exaltation of the senses in animals !

" Never," writes a great authority, " with such a mean

nose as ours can we conceive of the infinite variety of rela-

tions and ideas started in a dog's mind by a single sniff!
"

The sight of the eagle, the hearing of the cat, the touch of

a bat must every hour of their day bring up to the judgment

of their possessors a thousand factors in experience of which

we are ignorant.

Surely this certainty should at the least make us more

careful than we are in the treatment we mete out to our

fellow mortals.

Apart from this, it is not only unfair but foolish to use

our own experience as a means of apprehending the other-

wise incomprehensible actions—whether of man or of beast

—that we see around us, and then to deduce causes or

motives for such actions which are contrary to the experi-

ence by which alone we apprehend them.

Let us avoid this error if we can, and judge of the

conduct of animals as we would of the conduct of men by

following them through life to death, and testing their

virtues and vices by the standard we set up for ourselves.

This can be done faithfully without trenching on that fair

field of scientific dispute where thrust of offence is parried

by thrust of defence over the conflicting claims of these
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two words—Reason and Instinct. Where for example the

scholastic definition " Reason is the faculty which is con-

cerned in the adaptation of means to ends " is met by Mr.

Darwin's dictum, " Even the headless oyster profits by

experience."

Truly, like the well-schooled French molluscs to which
he refers, who by a daily increased length of exposure to air

instead of sea, are taught not to gape in unnecessary haste

and so bring about their death before they reach the epi-

cure's table, the laity can best shew its wisdom by keeping

its mouth shut until the tide of scientific opinion is un-

mistakable in strength and direction.



BIRTH
VEN the wisest of men can tell us nothing

of the dim dependent life between concep-

tion and birth, save that there is every-

where a marvellous uniformity of growth,

and that apparently there is little or no

difference in its conditions ; or indeed in

the mental or physical development of every warm-

blooded creature that is by and by to leave its soft, warm,

sheltered sleep and be born into hard, cold, individual

existence.

And at the moment of birth itself all things both to

mother and child seem equal so far as Nature can compass

equality.

The very birth cry of the young creature—that curious

cry, half wail, half welcome, as the unfamiliar world breath

claims the empty lungs—is often so strangely similar that

few human mothers can hear it from a puppy or a kitten

without feeling a remembered tug at the heart-strings, and

the like sound from a new-born babe has often set a cat or

a dog mother scratching wildly at closed doors for admit-

tance to something it recognises as a call to motherhood.

And afterwards again when the new-come are glued by

wide mouths edged with a rim of red tongue to the milk-

distended breast, while toes or fingers curl and uncurl in a
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rhythmic rapture of sucking, there is still little to diiTeren-

tiate one young mammal from another, save, perhaps, their

bodily form ; and even there a general superfluity of

stomach and a lack of limb make for resemblance.

More or less blind, more or less deaf, more or less bald,

more or less helpless, the outward difference, even to the

eye of affection, is surely one of degree only, not one

of kind.

And for the inw^ard or spiritual grace .? We know^ little

of this. It must perforce be guesswork.

" Our birth," says Wordsworth, " is a sleep and a for-

getting .... Life's star, hath had elsewhere its setting

and Cometh from afar."

Has humanity any monopoly of this unfathomable

mystery of Life .? Surely not

!

Of all Birth, all Death—those twin pivots of the Cease-

less Wheel—we know—we can know but this—That

they are but the apparent beginning, the apparent end of

Something which—since it came—must have come from

somewhere, which—since it goes—must go somewhither.

Other thought than this is unthinkable by the human brain.

As the Indian sage wrote thousands of years ago in the

Song Celestial, " That which is can never cease to be. That

which is not cannot exist. Indestructible the Life is

spreading Life through all."

Thus—soul or no soul—the " trailing clouds of glory
"

from the unseen sunrising, the unseen sunsetting of an

unknown life come not with the birth of man only, but

with the birth of all God's Creatures of a Day. Thus
every birth-chamber is a Bethlehem indeed, because it is

the coming of Life to conquer Death, because it is the
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awakening of individual Life in order that it may in due

time sacrifice its individuality in Death and so bring new

life once more to the world.

So much is certain, and beside this certainty the

question as to whether it be true or not true that out of

God's myriad creatures there are in His world to-day but

roughly speaking 1,500,000,000 legitimate heritors of a soul

fades into insignificance.

And yet it forces on us the thought—If this be true,

how many are the beasts that perish ?

He who marks the sparrow's fall can tell. None else.

The limited mind of man loses its grip on numbers long

ere it can grapple with the mere outskirts of that vast mul-

titude of fellow-mortals indistinguishable in structure, even

to science, from man himself, which yet dies contentedly

that he may live, while numbers themselves stand powerless

before the myriads on myriads of lesser creatures each one of

whom has yet, in all its entirety, this marvellous gift of Life.

Birth brings with it also another, and to the thoughtful

almost as mysterious a similarity, since neither instinct nor

reason gives us adequate cause for mother love.

We worship this as divine in ourselves, we call it mere

instinct in the brute, yet neither our worship nor our con-

tempt brings us nearer a solution of the problem as to how
that passion of protection first arose which changes selfish-

ness to altruism even in that most selfish, most savage of all

beasts, the wolf.

Neither do they take us further from the undoubted fact

that by self-forgetfulness, reckless self-sacrifice, the beast-

mother of to-day keeps this passion of protection at fiercer

heat than does the mother-of-men.
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We gloze this fact over to ourselves by protesting that

the maternal instinct in animals is blind, injudicious, unreason-

ing ; but is this so always ? What then are we to say of

the hen pheasant who so long as she is sitting on eggs will

defend them against intruders, but when once the chickens

are out of the shell, changes her tactics utterly. Then she

realises that the only chance of safety to the scared little balls

of fluff which, at the first hint of danger, have scattered

from the nest, lies in her own life. Unless she is able to call

them back, when the danger shall be overpast, they must

perish miserably, lost in the long grass which is to them an

impenetrable tangled forest.

So she risks cowardice, seeks shelter for herself, and in

so doing sacrifices for the time her very passion of immediate

protection itself.

What this must mean to her limited mind surcharged

with motherhood none can realise who have not seen the

full fierce fury of this passion in a beast when roused to the

uttermost.

I saw it once. A little palm squirrel dissatisfied with

the nest she had made in my handkerchief drawer chose a

new nursery beneath the spreading cornice of the wide old

Indian palace where I lived. When carrying one of her

babies thither, as a cat carries kittens, in her mouth, a crow

swooped on her.

Never shall I forget that struggle or the mad abandon-

ment of rage with which when worsted she flung herself in

pursuit from carven gargoyle to projecting eave, from eave

to overhanging magnolia until it seemed as if she would

fling herself at the very sky, her fierce cry of impotent anger

and grief filling the quiet arcades of the orange garden below.
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Not so tragic, yet still worthy of serious consideration by

the human mother of to-day who refuses or is unable to

perform the first duty of motherhood is another personal

memory. That of a dachshund who, having from her birth

lived a life secluded from all possibility of conference with

her kind was about to have her first litter.

Forsaking her master and his gun absolutely, she followed

me about—as one I presume of some matronly experience

—

from room to room until, driven to the premature arrange-

ment by her piteous appealing eyes, we set a heap of hay for

her, safe sheltered under a table.

Here for two whole days she remained patiently,

refusing even to leave it for her dinner, on the ground

evidently that inexperience could not be too careful.

When the puppies arrived at last, she displayed an

amount of nursery lore which was frankly astonishing.

Never in fact have I seen so devoted a mother. Her care

was such that she scarcely even slept, except on the rare

occasions when even she could find no cause for anxiety in

the slumbering pile of puppydom. Then she would give

a prolonged sigh of satisfaction and snatch a hasty doze

herself.

She was motherhood incarnate, and, incredible though it

may sound, although as a rule dainty to a degree and like

all her breed almost carnivorous, she resolutely refused to

touch a morsel of meat till the puppies were three weeks

old. In place of it she literally gulped down basin after

basin full of tasteless paps and slops with such an air of

conscious rectitude as convinced me that in some previous

state of existence she must have studied Dr. Chavasse's

^'Advice to a Toiing Mother''
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Such knowledge is, take it how you will, most

mysterious ; more so, of course, amongst so-called speech-

less creatures than it would be amongst ourselves.

Nor is it confined to the ordinary routine of a nursery
;

it includes emergencies, and touches on '* First Aid."

Though a hen never helps a strong chick, she is busy

with her beak for the weakling long before delay in

hatching could have warned the most experienced henwife

that help would be required.

In like manner when a new-born foal fails to find its

feet, the mare will, after the usual friction with her tongue,

give it a gentle kick or nip it down the spine with her teeth,

just as an experienced midwife slaps or rubs the babe she

fears may be still-born.

Thus humanity seems to have no monopoly of

Bethlehem, neither is wisdom the perquisite of its mother

love.
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AN's gratuitous assumption of the in-

feriority in all respects of the lower

animals is evidence not only of his

unbounded conceit, but also of his

failure to realise the very nature of the

problem to be solved."

So writes one of the many earnest students of mental

science, who, of late years, have begun to question the

existence of a hard and fast line between the minds of

animals and the mind of man.

Such an assertion coming as it does from one having

authority makes for humble consideration of many vexed

questions between us and the beasts that perish.

But there is one question, one problem regarding which

consideration of any kind whatever is unnecessary, so ap-

pallingly evident is our unbounded conceit, our lack of

comprehension.

This is the question, the problem involved by the word
" Marriage"—for it should never be forgotten that marriage

is but a word representing some more or less definite

conception of sexual duty and morality.

But few of us, indeed, remember this. We use the

word as a shibboleth of salvation, and then from our world
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of divorce, bastardy, prostitution, and abortion, thank our

God complacently that we are not as other animals.

Incredible conceit I boundless stupidity ! Surrounded

on all sides as we are by endless examples of absolutely

wholesome obedience to the Law of Increase, having

before our eyes instant and invariable evidence of a code

of sexual conduct which needs no Society for the Protec-

tion of Helpless Infancy, which requires no Foundling

hospital for the mothering of abandoned offspring, which

secures the end and aim of Marriage without force majeure

of prohibition or punishment, we yet have the unparalleled

audacity to even our worst vices with the beasts, and cast

their name as an uttermost reproach on those who pass the

limit of even human license.

Truly of all the darknesses and blindnesses regarding

sex and its place which are due to that fateful hiding

away of truth behind a fig-leaf, the most Egyptian,

the most deplorable is that which makes it possible for

us to stigmatise the exceptional sinner as " a perfect

beast !

"

If that shibboleth of speech, Marriage, be indeed

lacking amongst our fellow mortals, the conception for

which that shibboleth stands—if we judge by the Book

of Common Prayer, or even by common sense—is ever

present with them.

For Marriage is a convention of right conduct having

for its object the safeguarding of the next generation. In

other words, it is the voluntary resignation of individual

right in sex, and its dedication to the race.

But surely this convention presupposes, it must in fact

presuppose, the possibility of wrong conduct by which the
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generation would suffer, by which the individual might

claim to put pleasure before purpose.

Marriage, therefore, would be unnecessary in a society

which had not deviated from right conduct.

This is why there is no marriage among the beasts.

They do not need it.

Man is the victim of sex. It claims him always, and

holds him at all times and seasons prisoner in its power.

Nature's limit once passed—as it was passed by the woman
—action became dissociated from purpose, and the pursuit

of pleasure brought its own Nemesis of pain.

But with the beasts, the years speed on from spring to

autumn, the months go by bringing appointed seed-time

and harvest to the green things and the herbs of the field in

their season, and almost as unconsciously, quite as simply,

soberly, faithfully, seed-time and harvest come to these our

fellow mortals.

For days, weeks, months, before and after such seed-

time they live together, male and female, blissfully forgetful

of the dread heirloom of immortality to the race of which

they are the transient possessors ; live undisturbed to a

degree which would make the hell of our civilisation a

paradise, by the fierce and ever-present impulse which

threatens to overthrow the whole balance of man's

existence.

True it may be—though even of this we cannot be

certain—that they are but unconscious puppets in the grip

of the mighty creative force which uses them for its own
ends; but at least they have not, as we have, broken loose

from that control and found none other.

Think of it ! On the one side sex untrammelled by
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time, season, purpose, and at its best forgetful of, if not

directly inimical to, the future of the race.

On the other side, even at its worst, the inevitable limi-

tation of license due to the faithful recognition of times and

seasons on the part of the female.

No matter whether the result of its breaking loose has

been to humanity—as in some ways it undoubtedly has been

—a larger liberty not only as regards sex. Even so, common
fairness should forbid our dragging " the gentle beasts who

know not lust or anger " down to the lowest level of our fall.

Marriage then, in its primary sense, is not amongst them

because they need it not. In its secondary sense of com-

panionship, however, it exists far more often than our

conceit is inclined to admit.

Many birds mate for life, and year by year the same

couple return to the same home to resume in mutual love,

protection, and happiness, that task which faithfully per-

formed calls out, at one and the same time, the strongest

vibration of individual vitality and the most perfect forget-

fulness of individual life.

Even where (as for the most part is the case among

mammals) the mating is temporary, love, protection, and

happiness are not wanting. Wolves, the most savage and

selfish of single creatures, undergo a marvellous mind change

when associated as prospective father and mother. One
who has watched them in the wild with infinite patience

and skill tells us how for months ere the young are born

the pair hunt together, the male wolf invariably taking all

the most arduous tasks of the chase.

A veritable husbander of the health and strength neces-

sary for the due development of his offspring, he will almost
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starve himself to death for their sake or the sake of their

mother.

This, however, is the rule, not the exception, with all

wild creatures ; and though it is easy to account for the

persistence of such altruism by the " survival of the fittest,"

that explanation does not touch the problem as to how the

fitness which was to survive first came about.

Even if it did, the explanation would not emphasise any

line of cleavage between man and the beast as regards the

paternal instinct.

For it is a mistake to suppose, as many do, that father-

hood is unknown amongst animals.

Only the other day I saw a male sparrow-hawk shot

when rising from the body of a pheasant, the bones of which

were already denuded of the flesh.

Beak and breast were gory with its prize, but the hawk's

crop was quite empty—and the poor soul was so thin and

light that wonder grew as to how he could have killed a

bird three times his size.

The secret of his strength was not far to seek. In the

neighbouring wood a mate and a nestful of young hawklets

flourished on the hunter's hunger.

The dog fox again supplies an instance all the more

striking, because the instinct of fatherhood requires in his

case a complete setting aside of previous experience. Wiliest

of all mortals, the marvellous power which he possesses of

foretelling dawn will, when he has none to consider but

himself, send him slinking home after a fruitless night,

content to sleep through his hunger rather than risk the

betrayal of light ; since the mere sight of him will, he

knows, put the whole neighbourhood on guard.
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But with a bright-eyed vixen and a quartette of cubs

awaiting breakfast his prescience of dawn brings reckless-

ness—not caution. The night is far spent, the day is at

hand. Food must be had ; he must do, he can but die.

So, often in broad dayhght, sometimes running the

gauntlet of the farmer's very eyes, he harries a hen-roost !

Brave, fearful, heroic, timid little red fox-father ! All must

wish him good speed—provided the hen-roost be not

theirs.

It is often asserted accusingly that animals—even dogs

with their inheritance of added intellect—fail to recognise

their own offspring after a very short time. This fact,

however, has nothing like the weight of adverse evidence

which it would have against humanity, owing to the

early age at which animals become independent of their

parents.

If the tie of mutual helpfulness and helplessness only

lasted for three months or so amongst us, also, it is con-

ceivable that it would be a weaker one than it is at present

when for one and twenty years parents are responsible

for their children's support.

Besides, even to this rule, most animal observers can

adduce exceptions.

A dachshund of mine who greatly resents the introduction

of any strange dog even to the back premises makes marked

exception to his own offspring when they have returned

after eighteen months' absence, and in one case he greeted

with absolute effusion a son towards whom he had shown a

most unusual attention as a puppy. No one who witnessed

the meeting could have failed to admit pleasurable recog-

nition, and this despite the fact that the young dog had,

c
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naturally, grown out of all outward resemblance to the fat

little podge of a puppy which had left us thirteen months

before.

Constancy again is by no means uncommon even amongst

the dogs and cats who are very generally taken by humanity

as types of the corresponding vice.

This same dachshund, bereaved of an Aberdeenshire

terrier whom he had elected— I grieve to say—as the

mother of all his children, resolutely refused for a long time

to interest himself in any one else, and when at last he

yielded to persuasion, never gave to his legal wife the devo-

tion and friendship he had given to the companion of his

own choice.

But beyond sexual morality, beyond fatherly affection,

beyond even constancy there is still something further in

human marriage.

Is this something to be found amongst the beasts that

perish ?

Who can tell ? But something there is which comes

very close to it.

One February morning when a light coating of snow

lay on the world outside, a wren found its way into the

conservatory.

The arums and the cinerarias had been giving trouble

with green fly, so the little intruder was welcomed. The
more so because, greatly to our surprise and delight, after a

day's imprisonment he began to sing.

At first he flitted restlessly from place to place, the paper

white narcissus scarcely bending with his weight, the

feathery fronds of the maidenhair ferns concealing him

utterly. But seen or unseen he literally poured himself out
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in song ; that loud sweet wren's song for which the frail

atom of a body seems so absurdly inadequate.

But after a time I noticed a predilection for a tall arum

stem which bowed itself close to the glass. Always, when
I first entered the conservatory, I could catch a glimpse of

him, his singing, pulsing throat outlined against the broad

white spathe of scentless flower. Then, with a swift furtive-

ness, he would dart elsewhere to sing from a scarlet salvia or

the blue plumbago.

So two days passed, but without apparently any diminu-

tion of green fly, since whatever my little visitor did in my
absence I never saw him eat anything. He simply sang

;

darting hither and thither for a while but always returning

to the arum which stood in the furthest and least frequented

corner of the conservatory overlooking a young fir plantation.

The third morning, however, told the secret of the

song. More snow had fallen, followed by a slight thaw.

Then in the night had come a sudden frost arresting the

misty moisture in its upward flight, so that when the sun

rose it found a white world decked with diamonds.

So dazzlingly white ! Even though the frost dimmed the

glass it seemed to dominate the warmth, the colour, the per-

fume within. Only the little brown bird singing its heart

out from the arum stood the test of that marvellous radiance.

It held the eye until close beside it, but outside the glass

against which its warm breast cuddled, melting the fairy

frost film I saw another little brown bird.

It was the singer's mate—listening, listening to the song

of Love and Joy and Hope which, prisoner though he

was, he would sing to comfort her as long as Life should

last.

c 2
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After I had set doors and windows wide I waited for

the meeting of those two.

It came at last with one swift almost incredulous swoop

from within, a swift almost incredulous swoop from with-

out, and then among the diamonds a quivering of wings, a

quavering of broken voices followed by swift almost in-

credible happiness of flight together into the safe shelter of

the young fir wood !

Happy little People !

Whenever I hear men and women from " lack of com-

prehension and unbounded conceit " arrogating to them-

selves a monopoly in what they are pleased to call " true

love " I think of the little brown bird singing his hungry

heart out in the warmth, and the little brown bird in the

cold outside melting the frost film with her little warm
breast !



DEATH

MNES una manet nox," sang Horace cen-

turies ago ; and since his day every poet

who has left a stanza—nay ! even a

single line to the literature of the world,

has set his seal of words to the Univer-

sality of Death.

Some few have even seen below the calm surface of the

Great Sleep and caught a glimpse of that Dream of Life

which is inseparable from the Dream of Death.

" How beautiful," writes Jean Paul, " is Death, seeing

that we die in a world of Life." " All death is birth," says

Fichte.

Yet even those who thus see, " as in a glass darkly," the

interdependence of the two pivots of the unceasing Wheel,

see them only as they concern Humanity, as they belong to

the human face of the looker which is also reflected in the

glass darkly.

Search, indeed, as you will through the literatures of the

western world, it will only be to find that Golgotha as well

as Bethlehem exists only as the monopoly of Man.
In the East it is otherwise ;—that East which is at once so

careful and so cruel in dealing with the beasts that perish
;

which forbids the taking of life, yet does not hesitate to
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make Life worse than Death. None the less, it is only in

the East that the tie of a common mortality is recognised as

binding between all God's creatures, and that the last

supreme struggle of each organism for its own trivial in-

dividual life is held to equalise all in the moment of Death.

And yet, though this is true in the main, there is an un-

mistakable inward cleavage beneath the similarity of out-

ward signs. The beasts that perish seem to have no fear of

Death, while the dread of it is, with man, almost the main-

spring of Life. Indeed the lower animals, as we call them,

touch without apparent effort that ideal of calm courage

which is set before humanity by its poets, its philosophers.

" I mourn not those who lose their vital breath

But those who living live in fear of death
"

said Lucillus, and Schiller with his triumphant question,

" What shall he fear who fears not Death .? ", Shakespeare

with his deliberate axiom, " The sense of Death is most in

apprehension," all sound the same note of eulogy for dis-

regard of Death.

And yet, with the contrariety of human nature, when we
find this high level of excellence amongst the beasts, we
proceed straightway to cheapen it, to deny its very existence

by saying easily, " How can they fear what they fail to

recognise ?
" " Why should they fear Death who have no

life beyond ?

"

Surely this last argument sounds inconceivably strange

in the mouths of those whose creed teaches—or should

teach them—that the Sting of Death, the Victory of the

Grave, are lost in the certainty of Immortality !

And the first argument ^ Is it really anything more than
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a mere begging of the question, since the terms are inter-

changeable ?

It is as easy to assert that we know animals do not

fear Death because they fail to recognise it, as it is to assert

that we know they do not recognise Death because they fail

to fear it.

But do they, or do they not, recognise Death—not perhaps

as man does, but as something which is to be avoided ?

The very instinct of self-preservation which is made to

account for so much in animal life that would otherwise

need the explanation of reason, seems to postulate a com-

prehension of something that is not life, something to be

avoided.

Take the case—a common one—of foxes in the mouth

of whose holes a trap is set. For a longer or shorter length

of time all the inmates brave hunger rather than something

which they must realise is a worse evil. But finally choice

is made ; for it is not a forced choice by any means—the

breaking point as it were of a starving organism—since

many foxes elect to die in their holes quietly. Now what

is it that thus impels one fox to one decision, another fox to

a very different one .?

Apart, however, from argument, those who have lived

much amongst animals know from experience that they

show an apprehension of at least the physical phenomena of

Death, that they recognise it outwardly.

The dead puppy after being licked and mourned over,

at first feverishly, often with maternal cries, is finally set

aside, in some cases taken away and deliberately hidden or

buried.

The lioness raises the death dirge in the desert, and
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horses—except in war when their high courage and

marvellous obedience seem to render them reckless—show a

curious prescience of the presence of Death, and will detect

it before their riders.

But, curiously enough, it is when the affections have

been roused beyond the normal, as is the case between dog

and man, that we see the most unmistakable appreciation

of what Death means. Only a day or two ago, indeed, a

doctor—all unwitting of this record—told me as a curious

fact that he had been obliged to banish a dog from a sick

room where as yet a hope that was hopeless had to be kept

up, because " though I can blind the others, I can't deceive

the dog. He knows and howls."

And where this supreme affection exists, a notable

change comes over the instinct which, as a rule, bids the

beasts that perish creep away to some dark still place where

in all loneliness they may find the Great Darkness, the

Great Stillness.

The little dachshund puppy to whom this book is

dedicated, showed this change to its fullest. Never happy

in health or sickness without the sight, touch, smell of the

person he had elected to love, he finally cuddled down to

death in her arms, his last complaint, made half an hour

before he died, ending in a big sigh of content when the

screen set to shade him was removed and so he could see

dimly—despite the sunlight—his beloved.

Nor is this desire in Death for the companionship of

man and man only, peculiar to the dog—who in some ways

ought to be put out of the category of evidence. Most

animals whose lives have touched human lives show a like

inversion of instinct.
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It is pathetic, if it is nothing else.

It would be easy to argue concerning the assassin wasps,

those Thugs of the insect world, who are not to be deceived

as to whether their victims be truly dead or only properly

drugged as they should be, or to ask in what mysterious

manner the opossum and many another animal learns to feign

death so as to deceive the very elect ; but in truth it matters

little whether the beasts that perish have, or have not, a true

abstract conception of death, for—in truth also—there may

be no death as we humans count death, and so our fellow

mortals may not be less ignorant but wiser than we.

It must not be forgotten that indifference to danger,

absence of apprehension even when danger is unmistakably

imminent, need not spring only from failure to understand.

They spring also from perfect comprehension of the

reality.

Certain it is, that did we meet in a man with that dis-

regard of death which enables many an animal to face it

when necessary and accept it without complaint we would

judge him as hero, philosopher, or saint.

For all we can possibly know the beasts that perish so

contentedly and with so much dignified reserve, may be all

three, in that they apprehend more clearly than we do the

law of sacrifice which is inseparable from Unity, and which

makes the death of each one of God's creatures an Atone-

ment indeed.

Certain it is, also, that both for men and animals, the

words of Marcus Antoninus are true

—

" Pleasant to die if there be gods

Sad to live if there be none."



CHARACTER AND CONDUCT

F men's dictum that " the whole gist of ethics

is in the regulation of life from the stand-

point of eternity " be true, it would be idle

to ascribe any character to the beasts that

perish, since we dare not dogmatise as to

their mental position.

Yet, if it would go beyond our experience to yield them

such a standpoint, it would equally falsify our experience

not to admit that they show the outward and visible signs

of most inward and spiritual graces.

It may be that the gentle beasts see, more clearly than

we do, the folly of attempting to dissociate one part of

Eternity from another by labelling it Time—since if

Eternity exists at all it must exist in this present. It may
be that they have a firmer grip than we have on the whole

mystery of Life and Death ; but if so, we know it not.

They are dumb, devoid, so far as we know, of creed or

questioning.

But so (as far also as our knowledge goes) is many a

man from whose outward actions we unhesitatingly infer

inward motives ; although we know from experience that,

without some confession of faith by which to test the true

bearings of action, it is impossible to distinguish unconscious
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kindness from conscious altruism, courage from pugnacity,

fortitude from mere endurance.

In fact toward the majority of men, we stand exactly as

we stand towards animals in regard to character. That is

to say we infer from their actions an ethical standpoint

similar or dissimilar to our own.

Surely then in common fairness we should extend this

inference to all our fellow mortals ?

In this chapter at any rate, man's decalogue, his canon

of cardinal virtues and deadly sins will be made the touch-

stone by which to test the outward actions of the beasts that

perish.

At the outset, however, certain words leap to the van of

inquiry seeming to bar all progress—" Faith, Hope, Charity,

there remaineth these three."

Truly they remain, and perhaps to some extent they do

stand in the way of comparison ; but these three virtues,

first though they be in value, are the latest comers of the

Sacred Seven.

It is Fortitude which heads the list by right of primo-

geniture and universality ; since every creed has commended
it from the beginning of Time. At Christian hands too it

claims unique honour as being the only virtue counted as

one of the Seven Special Gifts of the Holy Ghost.

Let us then start by considering the conduct of our

fellow mortals in regard to Fortitude and its contrary vices

—envy and covetousness.



FORTITUDE AND ENVY

UT of endurance," says Ruskin, " comes

fortitude."

In other words, fortitude is the in-

ward grace for which endurance stands

sponsor.

Whether, therefore, we allow or do

not allow ourselves to draw an inference of fortitude from

the endurance of animals, it is clear that we have first

to observe and consider this endurance, this " virtue of

adversity " as Bacon calls it.

Surely then at the very outset we must confess that it

is to be found in fullest measure throughout the whole

animal world.

The very silence of that world proves it. Think of the

quiet of the wilderness, the peace of the woods and fields

where yet the beasts that perish are dying daily of the slow

starvation which Nature has decreed shall be the Death

Angel of these our fellow mortals ! Think of the half-

frozen birds who stir into song at the first gleam of wintry

sunshine—of the tireless toil of the bee, not for itself but

for others—of the dumb determination of the trapped stoat

gnawing a way to freedom through its own flesh ! Think

even of the fatigue, discomfort, and disease borne in silence
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by the domestic animals for the service of man !
" He will

die in harness" has passed into fit praise for humanity.

Of course we who have speech can use it in asserting

that the cab horse which, racked by pain, limps through

the livelong day, often without need for a compulsory whip,

does so because it has not brains enough to conceive of any

other conduct.

But on what grounds can we base this conclusion when
our only data are the outward signs, and they point indubit-

ably to that " undisturbed doing of duty despite discomfort

and danger " which we should infer from similar signs in man,

and call fortitude ?

Again, it is open to us who have speech to assert that the

amazing endurance of animals is due to their being less

sensitive to pain than we are.

Possibly it may be so ; but it must be remembered that,

even as between man and his fellow man, the sensibility to

pain appears to differ so widely in degree that every doctor

knows it is unsafe to infer the measure of suffering from the

endurance of it displayed.

In addition the argument is radically unsound, since it

first infers the insensibility from the endurance, and then

accounts for that endurance by the insensibility which it

has previously inferred ! A vicious circle indeed !

In truth, however, neither of these assertions touches the

point at issue : namely, the actual endurance of which

animals are capable. What that can be those who have seen

a great fodder famine in India know well, and knowing, pray

Heaven it may not came into their lot to see the like again.

It is a veritable nightmare, that memory-picture of the

village cattle—the bread winners—the gold earners—the
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revenue payers of the whole empire—being driven forth day

after day to starve in the dust-dry desert ; to starve without

one thought of help even from those who take and admin-

ister the revenue.

A vague comfort comes with the thought that someone

once wrote a plea for these dumb creatures and asked in

their name

—

" Was there not One born in a lowly stable

Who told the world God marked the sparrow's fall

Are there no crumbs left for us from His Table

Or did He give mankind the right to all ?

See how we die in thousands of starvation

We who have no glad Heav'n to heal our woe

—

Yet if man hungers—quick for his salvation

High hands give gold—the gold that we bestow

But here, again, the greatest proof of endurance lies in

the fact that even this vain plea did not come from the

beasts themselves. They were silent.

Truly and indeed, it is the silence in which these myriads

of our fellow mortals are born and live and die which best

proves that they show at any rate the outward signs of the

oldest virtue in the world.

That, and their singular freedom, as a rule, from any

outward sign of the envy, and covetousness, which breed

discontent. A rook, it is true, will cast eyes of desire on a

neighbour's nest, but if it yields to temptation it suffers

instant punishment at the hands, not only of the aggrieved

individual, but also of the outraged community. Piracy is

curiously prevalent amongst birds ; but, on the other hand,

the odium it inspires amongst the honest ones is quite as

curious.
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Indeed, as a rule (despite that well-known hymn, which,

by asserting that " dogs delight to bark and bite for God has

made them so," is responsible for a vast amount of bias in

the future observation of the learner) ; despite this and many
similar axioms, the beasts that perish are singularly tolerant,

kind, and courteous towards each other. Excluding the

great stimulus of sex in which vigorous self-assertion

becomes a virtue, animals have few quarrels amongst them-

selves ; nothing, at any rate, to compare with the universal

distrust of civilised man for his fellows, or his almost uncon-

scious envy of better fortune in others, his discontent with

what he has, his desire for what he has not. That all these

are necessary to his advancement may be freely admitted;

but this does not weaken the evidence by which, even if

fortitude be not inferred from it, we can safely conclude

—

First, that our fellow mortals display much endurance—that

" first lesson" in ethics as Rousseau calls it ; and, secondly,

that Schopenhauer was right when he wrote :
" To envy is

human."

So let us pass on to the next virtue and its corresponding

vice.



PRUDENCE AND SLOTH

" Go to the ant thou sluggard, consider her ways and be wise."

jlHIS time memory scores the first point to

the beasts that perish, since few of us can

even think of thrift without a side glance

at an ant-hill. Or if, with Milton, we

define prudence as " the virtue by which

we discern what is proper to be done

under the various circumstances of time and place," there

is still a bee-hive hard by ready with ultimate example

of ever-varying forethought and discreet adaptation.

Pages might be—have been—written regarding the

marvellous insight into future requirements which the

whole insect world displays, and its unremitting determina-

tion to secure future prosperity.

And not only for the individual toiler. Every student

of the habits of the honey-bee stands with bated breath

before the altruism of its prudence. To endure hardly

through ever-present death in winter time, to feel at last

the spring-tide unstiffen the numb limbs, to sally forth

dutifully for pollen from the first purple crocus, to stem

the flow of honey with work, more work and yet more

and more work. To rise early and sleep late, to spend the
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flowerful sunny hours in toil, and then, when all is perfect,

when the little cosmogony might safely rest, to leave the

result of all its toil to a new generation, exile itself volun-

tarily to a new home, and begin again ! Surely such

prudence has no equal save in the endless patience, the

unerring foresight in obedience to which the crocus yields

its pollen, the flowers their honey, and the stars wheel on

their appointed courses ?

The very wisdom of such insight leaves us without

a single theory of its origin which will bear scientific

criticism. Whence did the Sphex wasp acquire the know-

ledge of anatomy which enables it to paralyse its victim

by stinging it in its nervous ganglia ? Where did the

bee learn geometry, the ants their mastery of mechanical

laws ?

One thing seems certain : the beasts have the advantage

of us in that intelligent anticipation of the future which is

the motive power of prudence. Even as weather prophets

they are infinitely our superiors. Endless proverbs and

country sayings testify to man's general admission that his

fellow mortals are more clear-sighted in many ways than

he is. The disappointed angler talks wisely of thunder

in the air, and the first intimation of a great flood which

devastated a valley two days after was the diligence of

the swans in raising their nests above the possibility of

danger.

No one who has heard an elephant's trumpet of protest

when asked to do something which its clearer sight tells

it is unwise, can fail to admit that either its five senses

have a far wider area on which to work than ours have,

or it is the happy possessor of a sixth !
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What, for instance, can be more mysterious than the

Hunger-Dream which haunts the sleep of the hibernating

squirrel or dormouse whose stores have been rifled, bidding

them not wake to starve, but let slumber pass peacefully to

Death ?

Looked at also from the other pole of Sloth or Idleness

the conduct of animals has little to fear by comparison with

that of man.

True, they appear to busy themselves chiefly with the

wants of the body, but if we substitute for that phrase

"the needs of the organism" so do we. As Houssaye

writes " We see the fundamental industries of man
dispersed throughout the animal kingdom . . . man in

his evolution introduces no new factor to the world."

As for Sloth in the sense given to it by the sluggard,

we might well consider the ways not only of the ants.

Who that has not seen it knows the quick response of

the birds and beasts and insects to the coming of the day

with which work comes also .?

It is one of the many marvels which repeat themselves

dawn after dawn, but which the majority of men never

see. A primrose streak in the sky to tell of the coming

sun, a sudden solitary pipe from a thicket, and then silence

and sleep are gone, and the world, which but a minute ago

seemed to belong to your wakeful watching eyes, is given

over to millions and millions of your fellow mortals. At

your feet an ant-orderly is making meteorological observa-

tions with a view to which royal nursery will be suitable

for the precious larvs—priceless immortal treasure of the

race ! Hard by the bees are busy closing up their doors

against a coming east wind. The rabbits pop out of their
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holes for a hasty breakfast, the magpies fiit from nest to

nest determined, even in their hurry lest the coming storm

should destroy their incomplete labours, that the secret of

true nest and false nest shall not be discovered. The

squirrel wastes no time in daintiness, but eats what he can

find, and all Nature, even while the birds are singing,

prepares for a wet day.

Even more marvellous perhaps, although so universal as

almost to escape notice, is the intuitive knowledge which

animals possess of the passage of Time. It is impossible to

delude the commonest rooster as to the hour of dawn ;

crow he will, even if kept in Cimmerian darkness and

solitude. A very remarkable instance of this curious

faculty occurred in two young Pallas sandgrouse which

Fate sent to my care as little gold and brown chenille

balls just escaped from the eggs. The most fragile of

beautiful dainty babies, wide-eyed, fearless, obstinate, as

they stood huddled together on my warm palm refusing

all food. However, a natural history book (mercifully

with me in camp) reminded me that they were of the

pigeon tribe, and so before evening, after a good supper

of artificial "pigeon's milk" (taken with much fluttering

of ridiculous downy winglets from my mouth) I was able

with comparative hope to put the little orphans into a

cotton-quilted cardboard box, and place it for warmth

under my pillow.

There was not a sound until the first hint of the dawn

came to the wide stretches of river-land in which the tent

stood silent, closed down for the chill night to utter darkness.

Then from behind my pillow, waking me from sleep,

came with a clear precision nothing short of wonderful,

D 2
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the quavering morning cry of the sandgrouse, which, at

most, the tiny givers could have heard but once or

twice.

But, in truth, there are many such perceptions, pre-

sciences, prudences amongst our fellow mortals, which we

can explain if we choose by the " blessed word " instinct,

but which for all that remain absolute mysteries. The

migration of birds, for instance, of which we know little,

of which we can, as yet, proffer no reasonable explanation.

For even instinct leaves us seeking for its first expression,

and beyond that for its first cause. And, as Professor

Romanes admits, " there are instincts which cannot be

regarded as due to originally accidental adjustments" which
" must at least have been atfirst intelligent actions purposely

designed to secure the ends attained."

If this be so, what becomes of man's theories ? of

his denial of reason to the beasts that perish, his refusal

to believe in the inheritance of acquired characteristics ?

But these are vexed questions which have no place in

a simple record.

Here, surely, even if we deny to our fellow mortals

the inward and spiritual graces of the cardinal virtue,

prudence, we may admit their possession of its outward

and visible sign.



JUSTICE AND ANGER

HE old writer who spoke of our fellow

mortals as " the gentle beasts who know
not lust nor anger " was a more accurate

observer than are the most of men. Even

now-a-days when science calls nothing

common or unclean, and humanity is not

afraid to own its animal origin, it is fairly bewildering to

see how preconceived ideas due to false conceptions and

false observations linger in the minds of men regarding the

beasts that perish.

To lead a " cat and dog life," to " fight like wild beasts,"

to have a " black dog on your back," all these, and many
another saying of the sort, point to the general belief that

animals are quarrelsome. Now, as a matter of fact, there is

more needless ill-temper and provoking self-assertion dis-

played in a square yard of village street than there is in a

square acre of the surrounding woods and fields where the

cattle and the birds and the beasts go about their several

occupations with a singular serenity and indifference to the

presence of their kind.

Even if we revert from Anger to Justice, and accept

Cicero's definition that it " consists in doing no injury to

others " and " in conforming to recognised law," it still
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seems that animals are not far behind us in the more positive

virtue ; if only because " conformity to law " is, in their

case, responsible for nearly all their quarrels.

For the Law of Increase lays on them stern command
for strength, courage, pertinacity, and they do not shrink

from obeying it, though such obedience often brings them

injury—sometimes death.

Outside, however, this casus belli of sex, the animals do

small injury and show little injustice to their own kind. They

kill vegetable and animal life, as we do, in order to support

their own, for the law of sacrifice is an universal law ; but,

also like us, they are seldom cannibals. In point of wanton

destruction due to self-indulgence, they do not equal man,

neither is dishonesty so prevalent amongst them. There

are exceptions, especially amongst the birds, but this is

invariably accompanied by a social reprobation of the fault

which goes far to prove its exceptional nature.

A certain sense of justice in the abstract may, also, find

at least suggestion in many accurate observations ; as for

instance in the case of the mule which obstinately refused

to work out of its due turn, or the elephant which killed its

brutal mahout, then lifted the offender's little son to his

father's place.

But it is impossible to yield more than suggestiveness to

such instances, and the safest comparison in regard to justice

is the negative one ; that is the absence of the outward

signs of anger and dishonesty.

There are exceptions, of course, but to anyone who
takes fair and unbiased observation with him into the

wilderness there will surely come as he waits and watches a

sense of rest and peace.
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The sheep and cattle nose down in scanty grazing take

what lies in their way without grabbing at their neighbour's

greener tuft, the birds follow the plough expectant of food

without a hustle, the bee brimming over with almost

fanatical thirst for honey does not quarrel with his fellow,

but yields to the most infinitesimal priority of possession in

flower.

It is the squirrel, the Epicurean of wild life, who scolds

at the cock pheasant which ventures to intrude on the wind-

falls of his chestnut tree ; who scolds even man for a like

liberty.

But does not this, perhaps, imply that sense of possession

which cannot exist without a sense of justice and injustice
;

in other words without a sense of duty not only in a possessor

but in his environment of those who do not possess .?

As an instance of this abstract sense, a dachshund on his

way upstairs to bed stopped before the dogs' water bowl in

the hall, and by steadfast refusal to go on showed me it was

empty. Thinking he was thirsty I filled it, whereupon he

quietly proceeded on his way after a look which said as plain

as words could say—" Careless people, those servants ; sup-

posing I had wanted water in the night .?

"

He has done this many times, and it would be difficult

to beat this example of an intelligent recognition of a code

of right conduct in an animal and his world ; a recognition

which surely implies a sense of justice.



TEMPERANCE AND GLUTTONY

i^O runs the antithesis according to some

creeds. Others superadd Chastity to Tem-
perance, or Lust to Gluttony. Not that

words matter, when the meaning is the

same. And it is so here, for we have

to do with Restraint or Excess in either

mental or bodily passions.

So far as the former is concerned, we are barred by the

same primary obstacle to comparison that we have met with

before ; since who can tell whether our fellow mortals are

temperate in thought ?

On the other hand as we share all the bodily desires and

passions with the beasts that perish, we should here at least

have solid ground beneath our feet.

In regard, therefore, to hunger and thirst. It must be

admitted that the satisfaction of these bodily wants mono-

polises, in one way, more of the lives of the animals than

they do of ours ; at the same time this is due to the fact

that each individual finds its own food without help. Pro-

bably also such food gives them more physical pleasure.

Even man enjoys the bread he has earned himself, and

Nature invariably gilds a pill that is necessary for the sur-

vival of a race.
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Nevertheless the common theory that animals are greedy

and gluttonous is largely due to the fact that a pig's mouth

is so made that it cannot eat slops genteelly ; but it must be

remembered that the horrible compound called " wash " is

not the pig's natural food, though man apparently deems it

to be so !

Again, cocks and hens, creatures designed by Nature to

pick up a living decorously, grain by grain, all day long, are

by us kept hours without food, and then called greedy

because they hustle over a handful of corn. This applies to

almost all domesticated animals ; we ignore their natural

habits, and then complain of those we force them to

acquire.

As a rule, wild creatures cannot with justice be called

gluttonous. Like Sir Dugald Dalgetty, they may require to

lay in provant ; but (except when young and inexperienced)

they seldom eat more than they need.

Moreover, the majority are dainty to a degree which

would lift even a human gourmandiser into 2, gourmet. But

this daintiness in animals springs largely from a higher

source than mere delicacy of taste. It is due to their

scrupulous cleanliness. Indeed, were cleanliness really to be

counted as next to godliness, and so be included in the

cardinal virtues, man would take a very back seat indeed

in regard to it. Even the most maligned pig, if given his

choice, is a cleanly creature, and a pig-stye is man's creation,

not Nature's. There is a rigidity, indeed, about what

animals will and will not eat which is purely disconcerting.

A cow will eat a salt herring whole and relish it, but offer

her the most enticing cup of hay tea in a pail which meat

has touched, and no matter how thirsty she is she will not
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even dip her nose into it. And the line is drawn so

arbitrarily that, in dogs especially, likes and dislikes become

mere personal fads or idiosyncrasies.

But of all God's creatures, surely the palm squirrel is the

daintiest. To see one seated in the sunlight sampling grapes

and almonds and rejecting five-sixths at the first taste, is to

understand something of the mere joie de vivre of w^hich so

many civilised men are no longer capable.

But then the palm squirrel has for its birthright this

same joy ; at least, so says the old Indian legend, which, lest

the little creature should falsely be accused of gluttony, I

transcribe here (as best I can) with all its quaint inlaying of

rhymes.

First of lovers, seeking Seeta peerless maid

Ram the Great God bade when by foe dismayed,

All the beasts and birds and fishes

Leave Life's play to do his wishes

Fight to give him aid.

So the golden squirrel sprang at Ram's behest

Nestled to his breast, first to join the quest,

But the God's grave eyes grew tender

Smiled upon the warrior slender

Braver than the rest.

" Nay ! thou art too pretty ! fearless little heart

" Thou must take no part in Strife's bitter art

;

" Live to show man, worn and weary

" One glad life for ever cheery

" Free from duty's smart."

Laid his kind hand softly on its golden hair.

Since then squirrels bear, like Ram's fingers were

On their gold, four shadows, showing

Brighcst lite will lose its glowing

From the touch of care.
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Let us then forgive Shadow-tail his daintiness—not only

for the dainty legend, but also because he (in common with

all other beasts that perish) stands so far ahead of us in Tem-
perance when we come to consider the next and strongest

desire of all organic life—that is, the sexual passion.

How man's eyes have so long been blinded to the Truth

in this matter is incomprehensible, unless we treat this

blindness as an inevitable sequence to Man's self-deception

in all matters pertaining to the Law of Increase : a self-

deception arising from a sense of having broken loose from

that Law, a self-deception which has brought about in man

an almost inconceivable inversion of attitude towards that

Law.

Surely it needs but a glance at the wilderness for an

unbiased mind to realise that the old writer quoted a few

pages back was wise, indeed, when he added to the absence

of anger in the gentle beasts, the absence of lust.

Let us look out this Valentine's Day—the day sacred to

lovers—and see what we can see. In the hedgerow yonder

a primrose star—the first to shine—has attracted a bee. The

winter of waiting is over. The great sacrament of Life

through sacrifice of Life is beginning once more. Down in

the meadow something white, almost shining in its white-

ness, lies like the primrose star amid the fast-coming flush of

green below the winter-yellowed grass. It is a new-dropped

lamb. Its mother grazes round it in widening circles, the

other ewes look towards it kindly and placidly. The time

has come for which they have waited since early autumn,

undisturbed by other desire than that of life for themselves

and for the coming Spring.

Overhead the birds are singing, pulsing, trilling, fluttering
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in an ecstasy of obedience to the Great Law which once

again has bidden them forget self and give their body and

blood for others in this same mysterious sacrament of Life
;

to an ecstasy which will pass when its purpose is fulfilled,

and leave no trace behind it to mar the simplicity of

individual life.

At our feet, warmed to wise work by the first real sun-

shine of the year, thousands and thousands of ants, outcast by

nature from all personal interest in passion, are toiling still,

not for themselves but for the immortality of their race.

Now let us turn our eyes—But no ! Do not let us

cloud this Valentine's Day when all creation save man is

preparing soberly, reverently, obediently for the sacrament of

Love and Life, by thoughts of our own ways and works.



u





FAITH, HOPE, AND CHARITY

E come back to the virtues, but we have left

the vices behind ; sure sign that Faith,

Hope, and Charity pass from dull earth to

the ether of pure ethics.

All we can do then for our fellow

mortals is to point out, appealingly or

dogmatically as bias bids us, the slender grounds on which

any comparison can be made.

For Faith and Hope such grounds are slender indeed.

Yet there is trust and to spare in the eyes of many a tamed

creature of the wilds. Surely nothing is more provocative

of humility in man than the undoubted fact that it is far

easier with a few exceptions to induce perfect trust of

humanity in an absolutely wild young creature than it is in

the young of parents who for generations have been domes-

ticated or semi-domesticated. Those who have a lift-

experience of rearing by hand all kinds of creatures know
this of a certainty. A young calf is more distrustful than a

a young deer, and young pheasants will croon into the empty

hand and sleep there when chickens will at best be enticed

thither by food.

Dogs and cats are different, in that—taken young enough
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—the look of trust comes alike to the eyes of both the tame

and the wild.

And what a look that can be ! There is nothing more

beautiful in the world than a dog's eyes when he knows and

loves. Nothing more pathetic than those of a lost dog ;

the eager hope, the quick questioning, the despondent dis-

appointment follow each other so cruelly.

In regard to Hope, as an outlook on the future there can

be little doubt that some animals possess it. It is a matter

of everyday observance that dogs who have reason to sup-

pose their masters are going for a walk, still more for a

shoot, should take elaborate precautions not to be excluded

from the expected treat. It has even been found necessary

to spell the word " gun " in general conversation beforehand,

lest a certain dog, whose sporting instinct sometimes outran

his discretion, should be found ready to join the party at

the back of some spinney sufficiently far from home to

secure his object. What is more, though it is not asserted

that this particular dog could spell, certain it is that after a

time, G.U.N, and S.H.O.O.T.I.N.G. and B.U.N.N.Y. had

to be abandoned as cryptograms too simple for a dog's

intelligence.

For Charity there are many hints of a sympathy which

goes far towards it. A wounded tern is safe in the care of

its fellows who, raising it with their beaks by the wings,

carry it off seawards beyond the reach of man. The well

authenticated story of the snail, which having found pastures

new came back for its sick friend, brings charity far down
in the ladder of organic life. Amongst the ants it is found

—in common apparently with all other things. In fact

their care of intoxicated companions betrays a charity that
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indeed suffereth long and is kind ! Endless are the examples

amongst birds of sympathy in sickness or misfortune, passing

even into such grief at bereavement as to bring death to the

mourner also ; none perhaps is more quaint than that of the

hand-reared gander who, after vainly trying to find a friend

in the farmyard, finally attached himself to a blind old goose

deserted by her fellows and in danger of dying from starva-

tion. The story of how he cared for her, led her about,

fed her, and was finally rewarded by a fine family of gos-

lings is as romantic as many a three volume novel.

It is easy to be anecdotal ; but that is not the intention

of this poor book. Still ere this consideration of the con-

duct of our fellow mortals, as tested by our standards, ends,

it is necessary to touch on that sense of duty and sense of

sin, which—if it be worth anything—such a standard

involves. Few accurate observers, it is true, will deny either

of these senses to some animals, especially to dogs, who

constantly resort to subterfuges in order to conceal their mal-

practices, and over and over again show a distinct sense of

responsibility. Nevertheless the following three incidents

may be admitted as a fitting close to a comparison which

has necessarily been a tentative one, since it started with

the presumption that we knew too little of the minds of

the beasts that perish to credit them with inward and

spiritual graces.

(i) A dog, who for years had been guardian of her home,

assuring herself daily and nightly of its safety, was growing

old and stiff when a young puppy was brought in to enliven

the house. She continued her duties unswervingly for close

on a year, when one day, to the surprise of the household,

she deliberately made over charge to the younger but now
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capable dog, who from that time performed all her various

little rounds and inspections while she enjoyed a well-earned

repose by the fire.

(2) In one Indian bungalow lived Jumbo, by courtesy

an Airedale terrier, by rights as much a King of Dogs as

the one whose portrait, so entitled, has withstood Time

in company with his master, the King of Kings, of an

Egyptian dynasty in an Egyptian tomb.

Further down the Mall in a bachelor's bungalow lived

a spaniel, with, it was supposed, two thorough-bred new-

born spaniel puppies. One night Jumbo's mistress was

amazed to see him come into her room carrying in his

mouth a small puppy which he deliberately gave over to

her care, never leaving her or it until, after unavailing

attempts to make it drink out of a saucer, he saw it properly

fed from a bottle. Then, and not till then, he cuddled

down comfortably beside it as if he had been its mother.

Two days afterwards the owner of the spaniel, when calling,

told Jumbo's mistress of his great loss. Some nights before

the poor spaniel's mother had been found outside his garden

dead of snake-bite or wantonly killed. His native servants

had tried to feed the pups, but one had died and the other

had most mysteriously disappeared.

" Come and see," said Jumbo's mistress, a light dawning

upon her. A true light also ; for after years left no doubt

as to the pup's parentage. So the wise old dog, after the

death of his one motherless child, must have removed the

other to the care of a better nurse who had babies and

bottles of her own, a nurse whom he could trust so

far. But for the rest Jumbo held himself responsible,

and a smarter, better-cared-for, better-drilled pup never
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existed than the son for whom Jumbo had felt himself

responsible.

(3) A dachshund dog who amongst other tricks yawned

when asked if he was tired, obstinately refused to do so one

day. His mistress, to whom he was devoted, was called, but

he was obdurate, so being busy she slapped him—a most

unusual reprisal—told him he was a bad dog, and that she

had no time to waste on him ; thus went her way leaving

him so affronted that he sneaked off to his " sulky place
"

which he had established under a cosy corner ; and whence

it may be added he alway refused, even with growls, to

come until he had recovered his temper, when he would

push his way out through the vallance radiant in smiles.

His mistress, however, was really busy, and so it happened

that she absolutely forgot the incident. So apparently did

Otto, until, as usual, his mistress stood beside his basket at

night, his blanket in her hands ready to cover him up when
he should, as usual, have taken a joyous leap in and cuddled

down contentedly.

To-night there was no joy, no content. Otto, his bandy

legs wide-apart, his sun-brown eyes doubtful, stood—despite

kind if uncomprehending reminders that it was time to go

to bed—the very picture of sullen hesitation. Then in a

moment, in a flash, he sat up and the longest widest yawn

dog ever gave left a broad grin of relief on his face as he

snuggled down feeling that the sun had not gone down on

his wrath—that he had made the amemk honorable.

No doubt each and all of these three incidents can

be made to come under one instinct or another. And yet .''

—And yet surely the outward signs of most virtues are not

wanting in them.



SPEECH

"Speech is silver ; but silence is golden."

" Who speaks sows ; who keeps silence reaps."

HESE, and a host of other sayings, testify

to man's weariness of his greatest gift.

For speech is the greatest gift that the

ages have brought to him. Indeed the

man who first felt the word-idea and by

its help furthered sight by sound, took all

unconsciously the first step towards wireless telegraphy

—

and to more than wireless telegraphy !

It is impossible then to over-estimate the gulf which

exists between speech and the lack of it.

" When speech is given to a soul holy and true. Time

and its Dome of Ages become as a mighty whispering

gallery round which the utterance runs for ever," writes

Martineau.

True, and yet Carlyle is right also when he says that

all " sincere wise speech is but an insignificant outer

manifestation of sincere wise thought," and that " under

all speech that is good for anything there runs a silence

that is better."

So we play with words, forgetful that comparison itself

goes by the board without the help of speech.
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One thing, however, is certain ; it would be unfair

both to the man and to the beast to close this record of

conduct and character without some notice of the one

great, almost overwhelming difference between them.

So far as we can judge, at any rate, the beasts that

perish have no real language. On the other hand, that

they have some method of communication between them-

selves is unquestionable. Whether by breathings or

touchings, or by the many indistinguishable sounds which

in the vast fabric of vibration do not exist for our poor

limited ears, cannot be said.

But no one who has, for instance, seen a couple of

poaching dogs arrange to meet at the cover side, and

thereinafter watched them slip away singly in studied

carelessness to keep the appointment, can doubt that dogs,

at any rate, manage to convey a very distinct idea of time

and place to each other.

In like manner a very little practical experience

shows us that birds somehow communicate to each other

the fact that food is to be had at certain places ; else

how come all the blue tits in the parish to one swinging

cocoanut .''

Nothing, again, is more curious than the intelligence

by which a wild pheasant learns to feed from a closed

hopper on which it has to stand before the lid opens

disclosing the store of grain.

We are told that this is learnt by experience, by an

accidental hop ; but why should one or two dozen birds

hit upon the trick within a day unless they have some

method of communication ?

Then the speech of our so-called talking birds is

E 2
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immensely interesting as showing in many well authenti-

cated cases an association of word and idea. Parrot stories

are as plentiful as dog stories and blackberries, but a personal

experience is given here as a method of showing that some-

times this idea of vocal expression appears to have been

grasped.

Polly—a grey Australian—would on sunny days hasten

her removal to a chestnut tree in the garden by calling to

her attendant and saying " Polly wants to take a walk."

This was supposed to be very clever of Polly, but one day

after being put out she was forgotten. It grew chilly, cold,

finally almost dark, and poor Polly huddled herself together

dolefully until despair suggested the appeal which had always

hitherto resulted in a move, " Polly wants to take a walk !

Bina ! Polly wants to take a walk !

"

Now here there was nothing to stimulate the speech ; no

sunshine, no sight of birds or green things. Nothing but

an intelligent remembrance that the words generally made

her take a walk and that she badly wanted to get back to

the house.

Again it is incredible that the ants can design their

domes, the bees their honey-combs and brood chambers, the

countless artificers of the insect tribe their innumerable

designs without some collective idea of what has to be done.

The ant, for instance, who passing through some new
tenements saw a fault of structure, routed the junior

architects and never rested till she made them put in the

arch properly, must have had some way of conveying her

experience and desires to the young builders.

But how, is hard to say, for in this case no parleying

with antennae was observed.
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As a further evidence of difficulty even in theorising as

to the method of communication the following incident

may be given ; once again from personal knowledge.

Two dachshunds fell into grievous trouble over a Welsh

sheep—most provocative of God's creatures surely, full of

insulting leaps and foolish wagglings of dirty, distrustful tails.

Separated in consequence for three whole blameless

years, they led the most innocent of lives.

Then they both arrived at the same house in Wales ; and

li'ithin ten minutes, though neither had to anyone's knowledge seen

the other, they were once more found killing a sheep.

Now this particular case was so inexplicable, that

nothing short of some mysterious power akin to telepathy,

yet transcending it, seems to fit the facts. Indeed, one is

tempted to believe that animals are in possession of some

such power. Their curious collectivism, the firmness with

which they remain for generations in the same environment,

might well be due to some such form of mind impression ;

for, although they could thus communicate cognate im-

pressions to each other, they could not convey adverse ones

and so learn as we do by speech from a larger experience.

For this failure to improve as generation succeeds

generation is the great line of demarcation between man
and the beasts that perish. The ant of to-day is as the ant

of yesterday ; the dog of to-day is possibly far ahead of his

parent of yesterday, but he will not pass on through his

germ cells that something which he has acquired.

Yet individual improvement is common as sea-sand !

Every sportsman will confess to the difference between an

old dog fox and a young one.

Neither is it that animals do not hand on something
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down the years. They must have, else must they have

begun as they are now, which is unlikely. It is no trouble,

for instance, to teach a pup whose parents and grandparents

were performers almost any trick. In fact our whole

theory of domesticating animals rests on their suscepti-

bility to the domestic influence. But it is only something

of their knowledge which they can hand down to posterity.

Speech gives them no record of wisdom to hand down from

generation to generation ; and so even the vocabulary of a

dog with which this chapter ends, will pass out of dog life

when its possessor dies
;

pass as something like it has

doubtless passed every day since the far away master of

Horme the greyhound wrote of him thousands of years

ago " He hath more tones in his voice than any dog

I know."

In a way, perhaps, this quaint evanescence may make

it more interesting to read.

One Dog's Vocabulary.

Pronouns.—I, you, they, yours, mine.

Nouns.—Door, window, table, chair, stairs, gate, bed,

place, rabbit, gun, shooting, dog, cat, rat, carriage, fire,

corner, water, dinner, cook, kitchen, bath, breakfast, lunch,

tea, hat, boots, walk, stick, slippers, yawn, rain, telephone,

feet, tail, horse, sheep, tea, sugar, coffee, puppy, master,

mistress, aunt, hall, pill, garden, dining, drawing, billiard

rooms, pillow.

Adjectives and Adverbs.—Good, bad, handsome, under,

over, out, in, other side, first, second, third, fine, silly,

sulky, clever, stupid, naughty, beautiful.
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Verbs.—Come, go, wait, lie down, beat, put, seek,

fetch, speak, look, sit, bite, follow, scratch, love, tire, bark,

open, shut, ask.

These are all known words, the repetition of which is

recognised absolutely. Besides this there is an infinite

comprehension of tone, an infinite comprehension of

limitation and law, both of which are shown at this

instant by my utterance of one word, " Otto !

"

He has withdrawn his foot from the fender into which

he was about to step, and flung himself down on the

hearth-rug with an air of resigned martyrdom. In his

heart I feel that he is saying a bad word.

Otto, my friend, remember that " sincere wise speech

is but an insignificant outer manifestation of sincere wise

thought."
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WHAT ANIMALS HAVE DONE FOR MAN

:^^AN inherits," says Carlyle, "not only life

but the garnitures of life."

The saying does not go far enough

—since it is clear that the accessories

of life often come, by inheritance, to

be part and parcel of the very life

itself. The folk tales, for instance, of a people are the

outcome of the life of a people, and yet, once formu-

lated, they help to mould the people's life. One can

trace such mouldings, such mutual acting and inter-

acting, throughout the whole history of mankind in

regard to those larger legends which may be called from

their wide range of influence World-Ideas. Take as an

example the Symbol of the Cross, which from the begin-

ning to the present end has been emblematic of Life

and its Sacrifice. How many human lives has it not

touched and moulded ! Now amongst these World-Ideas,

these legends which have indeed left their writing on

the wall, it is surprising how many concerned themselves

with the Beasts that Perish.

The Serpent alone as the Symbol of Sin has left an

indelible trail over the whole human race. The wolf

of Romulus and Remus was in a measure responsible
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for the marvellous cohesion of the Roman Empire. The

unicorn, fabulous protector of purity, has played its part

even in our own patriotism. And so with many another

minor legend in regard to minor things. Who, for

instance, would deny the actual influence on his or her

own mind of the World-Idea of peace associated with

the dove bearing the olive branch, or the World-Idea

of sacrifice and atonement associated with the lamb of

the passover ?

This record, therefore, of the benefits we have received

at the hands of our fellow mortals would be incomplete

without some brief mention of the animal symbolism,

the animal legends and tales which have been interwoven

so closely with the history of the human race.

Some of them may be held to have fulfilled their whole

mission by being passed down to the youth of generation

after generation as examples fiar admiration, or allegories

of right conduct ; but some, such as those already men-

tioned, have had a larger share in helping us to build up

our Palace of Thought and Truth.

Let us then set them down ; so far as is possible repro-

ducing the idea in its oldest known form, and only adding

such comments as may be necessary to show the effect

it has had on the World's history and fhe cause of that

effect.



THE SERPENT
" Akhekh the Crooked one, the Deluder."

—

Inner African myth.

" Naka the Shadow of Night."

—

Egyptian Hymn.
" The Serpents of Death who fear not."

—

Akkadian Legend.

"Serpent of evil, impious Apap."

—

Egyptian Ritual.

" Now the Serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the

Lord God had made."

—

Bible. Gen. Hi.

^ERE we have a consensus of opinion truly !

one which, extending over many thousands

of years, yet leaves us, as we began, un-

able to grasp the mystery of the Serpent.

It is easy enough, with some, to talk

glibly of sun-settings and star-risings, and

point triumphantly to the two constellations which held the

Pole-star and the Solstices.

But how came those constellations by their names .*

Why was the serpent, the dragon, uplifted by primitive man
to the skies? Why was it made the type of darkness.''

Shall we follow the common lead and say because of its

gloze and guile, just as owing to the sloughing of its skin it

stands also as symbol of self-renewal and eternity .?

But the serpent is not a cunning creature, it is harmless

and peaceable enough, and there seems no reason why the

human race, emerging from purely animal life, should have

emerged into an all pervading fear of one and one only of
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their previous companions. Such fear is not found to any

great extent amongst these companions. Dogs often kill

snakes as they would rats, and cattle trample them to death.

Again the process of sloughing being done in seclusion is

one seldom to be observed ; so that many who have passed

their lives in snake-infested countries have never seen it.

Easy enough also, with other theorists, to point out how
much of the universality of serpent worship may be ex-

plained by pre-supposing in the emerging man another

mysterious dread, similar to his supposed fear of Darkness

—

namely, dread of the mystery of Birth. But surely just as,

during the slow process of evolution, the mind of man must

gradually have perceived and accepted the mystery of day

and night as part of the inevitable routine of daily life, so

his mind must also have become accustomed to that other

mystery ? Could we imagine him becoming suddenly

aware of either, his fear might be explained ; but we cannot

do this, for day after day the sun must have been swallowed

up in darkness, day after day new life must have come to

the world, day after day his growing perceptions must have

become accustomed to their task of experience.

No ! The mystery of the serpent is further to seek.

There is indeed, as yet, no theory which fits the fear of the

snake which has haunted the hearts of man and woman
since the very beginning. For none can deny that ages,

long ages ere the Biblical account of the Fall was written,

the trail of the serpent was on Man's world.

Why .?

None know, though some, like Rabbi Bechai, say sadly,

" It is the secret of the Holy Language that a serpent is

called saraph as an angel is called seraph."
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Truly it is a secret, a mystery, the unfolding of which

has to be looked for as the unfolding of the greater Riddle

of Life.

Here we have but to recognise the universality of the

influence which this fellow mortal has had on the thoughts

of the human race.

And not only as a mystery to be dreaded, but as one

which brings blessing also. Not only as a " spirit of fell

denial," but as a giver of good fortune. True " the fiery

serpents " bit the people so that " much people of Israel

died "
; but it also " came to pass that if anyone were bitten

when he beheld the serpent of brass he lived."

So also the snake-twined rod of Esculapius, the caduceus

of Mercury was uplifted for healing afid giving ; and to

this day the mothers of India set sweet cakes and milk

before the hole of the snake in order to gain good luck in

childbearing, just as in Thebes and in many savage places

still, the mystical sign of the Swastika-cross was and is used

as a bringer of good fortune to mothers. Perhaps some day

laborious research and fresh unearthings of the " rich proud

cost of outworn ruined age " may establish a connection

between the Serpent and the Swastika, and so give us a

guide into the impenetrable labyrinth of snake-lore which

now twists round us like the endless coils of the Laocoon.

Meanwhile it cannot but whet the appetite of curiosity

to know that even Science stands puzzled before the phy-

siological structure of the snake, so simple and yet so

radically different from the common type of vertebrate

animals.

In truth Solomon was right when he equalled the mys-

tery of the gliding of " a snake upon a rock " with the
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mystery of " the way of a man with a maid." Perhaps

because both have the whole round world as the fulcrum

of their power.

But beyond even this is the mystery of that promise to

the seed of the woman—" Thou shalt bruise his head "
; a

promise which, invariably associated with immaculate con-

ception, or in other words with pure motherhood, lingers

still unfulfilled for us of these later days ; since none can

say that the evil which came with Eve has left the world.

So the promise remains to womanhood, and the know-

ledge that this is so may be traced by the thoughtful in

many quaint customs and dim imaginings. In none more

than in the widespread belief even amongst semi-civilised

races that serpents flee from the foot of a man bearing a

light or that of a woman bearing a child.



THE DOVE OF PEACE
" On the seventh day in the course of it I sent forth a dove, and it left.

The dove went and turned. A resting place it did not find : it returned."

—

Chaldean Account or Creation.

" He sent forth a dove from him to see ir the waters were abated from oft'

the face of the ground. But the dove found no rest for the sole of her foot

and she returned to him into the ark .... and he stayed yet other seven

days and again he sent forth the dove from the ark. And the dove came into

him in the evening, and !o ! in her mouth was an olive leaf plucked off."

—

Genesis viii.

" And the Holy Ghost descended in bodily shape like a dove."

—

Luke Hi.

" Arise my mother ! my dove !
"

—

C/iristus in the Legenda Aurea De :

yfss : Beata vir : Maria.

HE dove has from the beginning of Time been

associated with a message of Peace. It is

found first in the hands of the Great Mother,

lineal ancestress of Ishtar, Astarte, Semiramis

—and later on with a very different pur-

pose in those of Venus, the Goddess of Love.

And everywhere it is associated also with water, with

some promise of an ark ; that is, of safety. In the old

Egyptian planispheres, those quaint records of man's

earliest conception of the earth on which he dwelt, of

the heavens above him and the waters beneath him, the

Dove of the Deluge, with the leaf in its beak, is found

winging its way across the dry month of the Archer.

F
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Dimly, as in a dream, we see it also fluttering vaguely

in the attenuated air of myth, as the bringer of breath, of

life, and as such merging into the white eagle or hawk of

the Egyptian Horns, the solar god.

This, joined to its invariable connection with the

moon, is possibly the origin of its whiteness ; since the

dove in nature is frankly dove-coloured, and among the

whole pigeon tribe scarcely one, save those of artificial

breeding, is white.

Be that as it may, in all the oldest legends the raven

as the dark bird of punishment and grief, the dove as the

light bird of promise and joy, go forth together yet

separate, bearing their messages of death or life.

Why, it is impossible to say. The fact remains that

every religion has its dove. Hinduism tells of Siva and

her consort taking the forms of doves, and the sacred

pigeons at the Ka'aba at Mecca are supposed to be lineal

descendants of the one who as " God's herald " whispered

into the ear of the prophet.

One thing seems certain, that the homing instinct of

the pigeon attracted the notice of man at a very early stage

of his career. That it greatly impressed him, even to the

extent of making him consider its possessor divine, mira-

culous, is not to be wondered at, seeing that even we of these

later scientific days have to confess the insoluble mystery of

the means by which a homing bird steers its way north,

south, east, or west as it chooses, without land-mark or

cloud-mark ; for a good carrier has been known to find its

way home through 300 miles of hitherto untraversed space

where even memory could be no guide.

That pigeons were used long centuries before our era
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as messengers is well known ; and from the two accounts of

the Deluge which we possess, separated as they are from

each other by thousands of years, it seems not unreasonable

to suppose that the originals of both Xisusthro and Noah
were aware of this homing instinct.

It is possible, also, that the very early association of the

dove with the Great Genetrix, the Eternal Feminine in her

productive and maternal aspects, was due to the unbirdlike

habit common to all the pigeon tribe, of feeding their

young from their mouth with a liquid semi-digested food

which is still called " pigeons' milk."

The ages, with their inevitable inversions, their un-

failing aptitude for placing man's burdens on the shoulders

of the beasts if possible, might well be trusted to evolve

from the dove's original symbolism of pure motherhood

and pure promise, the later idea of sin, of birth offerings,

until even for the Birth of the Christ two white doves had

to be sacrificed.

Such inversion would be but another instance of man's

unceasing, almost frantic desire to escape from that mys-

terious sense of guilt concerning the Law of Love and

Increase which accounts for so much in the history of his

civilisation, but yet another instance of his mean and

despicable habit of first symbolising virtue in the form

of some " not-man," then laying his own breaches of that

virtue to its charge, and so sacrificing not the sinner but

the sinner's symbol.

It is a habit early learnt, and hard to forget.

How the dove passed from being the message bearer,

the life giver, from being at once the emblem of purity

and the sacrifice for impurity, into being the peace bringer

F 2
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(first to the restless conscience of man, and secondly to his

physical life), is not hard to understand.

Neither is it difficult to guess the reason why the Dove

descended in bodily form over the waters of Baptism.

Surely, also, some of the bird's earliest symbolism

lingers in the quotation given from the Golden Legend,

" My mother ! My dove !

"

But this is not the place for research. Here we deal

only with the influence which the dove, as a symbol of

promise and peace and purity has had on the mind of

mankind.

It is infinite, surely.

The thoughts to which it gives rise are inextricably

mixed up with the noblest part of our lives ; and it is not

too much to say that every time one weary wayfarer in this

transient world holds out the olive branch—even the trivial

one of balm to suit a trivial irritation—to a fellow way-

farer, he thinks of, he is biased by memory of the dove.

And the mission of that memory is not yet ended.

The thought of the Universal Genetrix has not yet brought

universal peace to the Body of Brotherhood, neither has the

Spirit which breathes through the chaos of this mundane

world taught us not only to know with Thomas a Kempis,

that if we wish " to gain peace we must quit desire," but

also to see that desire dies when we give up the limitations

of personality and "strike a league with destiny."



THE SCAPEGOAT

" And Aaron shall put on the holy linen coat .... and shall be girded

with the linen girdle .... with the linen mitre shall be attired .... and

he shall take two goats and present them before the Lord at the door or the

tabernacle of the congregation.

" And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats ; one lot for the Lord and

the other lot for Azazel. . . . And Aaron shall bring the goat upon which

the Lord's lot fell and offer him for a sin offering. But the goat on which

the lot fell to be the scapegoat shall be presented alive before the Lord

to make an Atonement with him, and to let him go for a scapegoat unto the

wilderness.

" Then he shall bring the blood or the sin ofiTering and sprinkle it with

his finger on the mercy seat .... sprinkle the blood with his fingers seven

times .... And so shall he do for the tabernacle of the congregation ....
And he shall go out unto the Altar .... and he shall sprinkle of the blood

upon it with his finger seven times and hallow it from the uncleanness ot the

people. . . . And when he hath made an end or reconciling .... he shall

bring the live goat. And he shall lay both hands on the head or the live goat

and confess over him all the iniquities of the Children of Israel and all their

transgressions in all their sins putting them upon the head of the goat, and

shall send him away by the hand of a fit man to the wilderness. And the

goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities to a land not inhabited. . . . And
Aaron shall put off the linen garments. . . . And it shall be a sabbath of rest

unto you."

—

Lev. i6.

SABBATH of rest and peace!

Perhaps such a tragedy might bring rest

and peace in those old days when man's

limited life sought shelter, not under the

wide canopy of the Universe, but in his

own shadow cast upon that Universe.

But now, even in these days when only some few of

us brave elemental facts, the story of the scapegoat reads
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like a horrible nightmare, destructive of rest and peace,

no matter under what shelter we sleep ; no matter

what cloak we have adopted as a covering to the naked

truth.

There is but one redeeming touch of justice or pity in

the tale ; that which secures to the scapegoat an uninhabited

land where man can do him no more harm !

And yet the tale is a true transcript of the attitude of

the mass of humanity towards the beasts that perish. Man
burdens them with his wants, his work, his will, and when

he has laid all three on them to the uttermost, leaves them

in the wilderness to die without help or hope in this world

or the next.

Only the other day a bishop voiced this attitude by

scouting the possibility of a future life for beasts, on the

ground that immortality was a reward, and neither rewards

nor punishments were deserved by creatures " towards

whom man's true relation is dominion moderated by a wise

and generous compassion, since his destiny is to control,

to utilise, to outlast them."

Brave words ; though with a nethermost Hell before the

imagination one scarcely sees why immortality per se

should be counted an unmixed blessing.

To return, however, to the World-idea underlying the

scapegoat story. It is one which is to be found amongst

the legends of most races. Many savage peoples still pile

the burden of their sin on some animate or inanimate object

within their power, and then set it adrift on the four

elements, floating on the water, consuming in the fire,

flying in the air, or rotting in the earth ; anywhere save in

the conscience of man himself.
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It is a mean impulse at its best ; but the whole history

of Animal Symbolism proves the tendency of man, first to

symbolise virtue by something not-man, then to sacrifice to

his god the incarnate virtue in order to cover his own lack.

of it, and finally to transfer his own vices to the scapegoat.

Even in Architectural Symbolism it may be noted how—as

a great authority says—" the beasts which gained entry

to our churches as mysteries or dogmas, remained often

as parodies of man's vices or caricatures of the sacred

rites.

It is so easy to find a substitute when that substitute

lives in the Great Silence of Truth.

Quaint, unutterably quaint are we, with our deaf adder

ears, our self-blinded eyes, our irrepressible inward intuitions

of the reality of that from which we shrink.

" As a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so He opened

not His mouth."

That is our testimony to the Great Substitute : His

silence.

It is the silence also of the whole brute creation on

which man has laid almost the whole burden of his material

prosperity. As for his spiritual welfare ? Is not half the

charity of the world practically a scapegoat ; something,

that is, which shall bear away from us the sense of sin ?

For all this, and many another influence in our lives,

Azazel stands symbol " in the land which is not in-

habited."



THE LAMB OF THE PASSOVER

" No soul or you shall eat blood. ... I have given it you upon the

altar .... for it is the blood that maketh atonement for the soul.

" On the tenth day of this month they shall take every man a lamb ....

a lamb for a house .... without blemish, a male of the first year. . . . And
ye shall keep it up till the fourteenth day .... and kill it in the evening.

And they shall take of the blood and strike it on the two side posts and the

upper door posts of the houses wherein they shall eat it.

And they shall eat the flesh in that night, roast as with fire, and unleavened

bread ; with bitter herbs shall they eat it. . . . And this day shall be to you

a memorial .... ye shall keep it a feast by an ordinance for ever."

—

Exodm.
" Seven days shalt thou eat unleavened bread, even the bread of affliction."

—Deut.

" And ye shall bring a sheaf of the first fruits of your harvest to the

priest, and he shall wave the sheaf before the Lord."

—

Leviticus.

" The Lamb that was slain from the foundation of the world."

—

Rev.

RULY and indeed from the foundation ! It

may be, perhaps, that Cain's offering of the

fruit of the ground, the harvest of flower

and seed, was the first made by man, but as

we read, " the Lord had respect "—greater

respect— " to the blood offering of Abel.'"

So, since the beginning when the idea of sacrificing

another life for his own first entered the fearful mind of

man, the lamb has been slain indeed and a deluge of blood

has hidden the sins of humanity from the sight of the

Dread One.
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And just as the Scapegoat stands symbol for the excess

of sin which somehow, somewhere must be borne away by

some living creature and hidden, so the Lamb without

blemish or spot represents the innocence which, though

man himself has it not, must yet be offered up upon the

altar to be seen, and known, and taken into account.

Now, whether we accept this instinct for blood-sacrifice

as part of the divine order in man or not, whether we trace

it through all Time, all religions, or simply acknowledge it

in our own, it is impossible not to feel a pitiful awe in the

thought of the beasts that have perished to buy us peace of

mind.

Whether needfully or needlessly matters not at all.

The fact remains that man has climbed from earth to

heaven by a ladder whose rungs are the bleeding throats of

those who have died to bring him a step nearer to his God
;

who have died to make our spiritual life possible.

Even to this world what happiness has not their death

brought ?

Relief instead of remorse, confidence instead of fear,

hope instead of despair ; for the whole aspect of life changes

when, instead of a wrathful Avenger, an appeased well-wisher

holds the reins of fate.

And though man has risen beyond the belief that he

could bribe or hoodwink his Creator into passing him over,

instead of singling him out for spite or justice, he has not

yet set himself free from the conception of a God whose

nature can be changed. So blood, or the thought of it, still

comforts the many.

Truly words fail us before the sober realisation of what

man's conscience owes to his fellow mortals.
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As one wanders into the spring woods where the first

primrose braves bitter wind to give its message of renewal

even to the dry bones of the autumn leaves through which

it struggles to the light—as one passes through the green

spring fields where the new-dropped lambs, ere they find

first foot-hold on our sin-stained earth, lie as still as if Birth

were Death, their dim dazed eyes upon the sailing, white,

fleecy clouds overhead—white yet no whiter than the lambs

themselves ; when one sees all this, it seems to some of us

as if a great coarse blood-reddened human hand were

stretched between heaven and earth clutching at both, in-

tercepting God's equal sunlight, and claiming the innocence

of others for its own.

Truly under the altars which we have set up for sacrifice

in this world as under the altar of the Great Sacrifice in

Heaven lie many slain for the Word's sake. But these

are silent. They have no voice to cry " How long ! How
long !

"

Perhaps they would not if they could. There is a

profound acquiescence in the beasts that perish which

shames man's multitudinous complaints.

We have, however, gained more from the Lamb of the

Passover, typical sacrifice of blood as it is, than peace of

conscience ; for the feast on the victim's body which

followed has—albeit eaten with bitter herbs—brought

infinite sweetness with it. It has been the bond of

brotherhood, the sacrament of unity. The loneliness of

life has been changed by it into comradeship and from it

has come the whole social structure of our race.

Worthy then are the beasts which have been slain to

some share of man's gratitude.



THE WOLF OF THE CAPITOL

Then raigned Procas, who had two sonnes, Numitor and Amulius.

And unto Numitor, because he was the elder, he bequeathed by his last will

and testament the anncient Icingdome of the Sylvians' line. Howbeit, might

prevailed more than either the will of the father, or the reverent regard of the

elder brother. For Amulius, having driven out Numitor, reigneth himselfe ;

and not herewith content, heapeth one mischiefe upon another. For first he

murdered the issue male of his brother : then by making Rhea Sylvia, his

brothers daughter a vestall Nun, and that under colour of honour and

dignitie, by perpetuall vowed virginitie, he bereft her of all hope of child-

bearing. But it was a fatall thing, and (as I thinke) which God would have,

that so great a citie should be built for to yield the ground and beginning of

that Empire, which next under the gods is most mightie. For behold, the

Vestall virgin was by force defloured, and after delivered of two twins : and

were it that shce thought so in very deed, or because the name and creditc of

a god might carrie away and cloke the fault more cleanely, shee fathered her

bastard children upon Mars. But neither god nor man was able to save her-

selfe or her children from the Kings crueltie. For the Votarie was com-

mitted to close prison, and there kept bound in yrons : as for the babes

he commanded they should bee cast into the strcame of the river. But (as

God would) by good Imp the Tyber overflowed the banckes, and the standing

waters on either side was nothing rough, yet so, as there was no comming to

the diepe current or channell of the very river : and they that brought the

infants hoped well they might be drowned in anie place of the water, were it

never so still and low. So to fulfill after a sort the Kings commandement,

they laid the children in the next plash they came to : even where as

now standeth the fig-tree Ruminalis, called as they say, Romularis : but

all that ground then was nothing but wast desarts and a very wildcrnesse.

The report yet gocth, that when the ebbc and shallow water was gone, and

had left on drie ground the floting trough or vessel, wherein the babes were

put forth, a shee Wolfe from out of the mountaincs thereby, being a thirst,

turned towards the childrens crie, and with their [sic] pendant teates so
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gently gave the infants sucke, that Faustulus, the head Reeve and overseer of

the kings cattell, found her licking them with her tongue ; who brought them

to his homestall, and gave them to his wife Laurentia to be fostered.

The Roman Historie by 7. Livius of Padua.

They were doomed by a bloody king

;

They were doomed by a lying priest

:

They were cast on the raging flood

They were tracked by the raging beast.

The troubled river knew them

And smoothed his yellow foam

And gently rocked the cradle

That bore the fate of Rome.

The ravening she-wolf knew them

And licked them o'er and o'er

And gave them of her own fierce milk

Rich with raw flesh and gore.

At the hallgate sat Capys

Capys the sightless seer

From head to foot he trembled

As Romulus drew near,

And up stood stiff his thin white hair

And his blind eyes flashed fire,

" Hail ! foster child of the wondrous nurse

Hail ! son of the wondrous sire !

Leave gold and myrrh and jewels

Rich table and soft bed

To them who of man's seed were born

Whom woman's milk hath fed

—

Thou wast not made for lucre

For pleasure nor for rest.

Thou that art sprung from the War God's loins

And hast tugged at the she-wolf's breast.



o
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From sunrise unto sunset

All earth shall hear thy fame

A glorious city thou shalt build

And name it by thy name.

And there unquenched through ages

Like Vesta's sacred fire

Shall live the spirit of thy nurse

The spirit of thy sire.

Thy nurse will hear no master

Thy nurse will bear no load

And woe to them that shear her

And woe to them who goad.

When all the pack loud baying

Her bloody lair surrounds

She dies in silence biting hard

Amidst the dying hounds.

Thine, Roman, is the pilum

Roman, the sword is thine.

The even trench, the bristling mound,

The legions' ordered line.

Hurrah ! for the good weapons

That keep the War god's land

Hurrah ! for Rome's stout pilum

In a stout Roman hand.

Where fur-clad hunters wander

Amidst the northern ice

Where through the sand of morning land

The camel bears the spice.

Where Atlas flings his shadow

Far o'er the western foam

Shall be great fear on all who hear

The mighty name of Rome !

—Macaulay, Layi of Ancient Rome.
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HOUGH it were an easy task to fill volumes

with what great writers have written of

Rome, it is surely unnecessary here to do

more than set down simply the word which

with Love, and Gold, and War, and Peace,

and Death, and Life form the seven great

monosyllables of Man's world.

Rome !

None can deny its influence even now, since every

schoolboy of to-day is virtually being educated amongst

its Seven Hills.

All we have to point out is the source from which that

influence flowed ; for there are other cities in the world

besides Rome ; there have been empires as great.

Rome, then, was in a sense Man's revolt against himself,

his return to the simpler, freer code of nature.

Babylonia, Assyria, Egypt—all these, ere they fell asleep

drugged by their own desires, had given to the world lucre,

pleasure, luxury, rest. But the Roman who had " tugged

at the she-wolf's breast " had other aspirations, was to found

a different empire. To be " unquenched through ages,"

to be unquenched surely for ever, there was born into the

world the freedom of life and death, the liberty which

brings " woe to them who goad," the liberty which brings

" death in silence biting hard."

That was the spirit of the she-wolf and her nurselings,

and it has outlasted both : in a way it has outlasted even

Rome, though the battered old bronze of the Capitol still

reminds us of the message of the wolf.

It would be unfair, however, not to remember another

influence which the wolf has undoubtedly had on humanity.
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that which follows from the curiously common belief that

the spirits of bad men and women have power to enter its

body and become were-wolves.

The amount of literature concerning this belief is

prodigious ; so also is the record of witch-craft, which is

largely due to this idea of the possible escape of one life

into other lives.

To enter into the wordy war as to the original and

special connection of this idea with wolves is fruitless. The
Greek word for " light " and that for " wolf " may be alike,

and the meeting eyebrows of both the animal and the

human being which takes its shape may have suggested the

butterfly of Psyche, sign of the escaping soul ; but surely a

far more simple and natural explanation is to be found in

that earliest of all animal records—the domestication among

the primeval pastoral races of men of the wolf's brother—the

dog. Even now, after untold time, the very sheep-dog, bred

and trained amongst his charges, will sometimes revert to his

ancient antagonisms, and the biddable peaceable helper of the

light turn in the darkness to the semblance of the ravener.

Turns to it also secretly, so that the offender has been known
to slink back before dawn after washing his bloodstained

coat in stream or river, and by slipping his head back into

the collar prove his alibi—his absolute innocence of the

carnage on the hill pasture.

But even without this extreme experience, the likeness

in body, the unlikeness in soul, of the flock-guardian and the

flock ravisher, must, to the simple minds of the shepherdb,

have suggested the possibility of their being, as it were,

different manifestations of the same thing. The idea of

metempsychosis so early developed must have aided the idea.
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And from such a foundation the belief that the wolf was

specially open to possession by the evil spirits of other lives

might well have grown to the actual dimensions which it

has assumed in the life of man.

It is, at any rate, suggestive to remember the domestic

development of the dog from the wolf ; a development

made, presumably, for the sake of the primeval hunter and

shepherd.



THE FIRE-BORN PHCENIX

" He hathe a crest of fedres upon his Hed more gret than the Poocok

hathe ; and his nekke is yalowe after colour of an Arielle, and his Bek is

coloured Blew and his Winges ben of purpre colour and the Taylle is yalowe

and redd. And he is a full fair Brid to loken upon for he schynethe full

nobily."

—

Sir John MandevilU.

RULY and indeed a " full fair Brid," although

the description of it removes surprise that

" the pleasant morsel thereof, its braine,

causeth the hedache."

Neither can one avoid smiles, thinking

what a modern battue butcher would say

should a rocketting phoenix appear instead of a cock

pheasant. If the Himalayan menaul has been described as

being to the latter like " Brock to a farthing squib," the

effect of the " full nobil schyneing " might, happily, empty

some camp stools !

But there is that which is beyond laughter in what the

learned call " the great mass of myth " clinging round the

fabled bird which, after long years, renews its youth amid

its own ashes. The years vary in varying legends, but the

story is the same, and embodies the first dim perception of

humanity, not so much of the immortality of the soul,

as of the indestructibility of matter. For the bird left
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nothing behind. The Phoenix did not rise to new life

changed in any way ; but from its own ashes it renewed

itself, losing nothing, gaining nothing.

So truly it exists now. The "full fair Brid," multi-

coloured, crested, shining, is the invisible atom, the almost

inconceivable electron.

Yes ! The Phoenix whatever its form, whatever its

symbolism, to whatever purpose turned—as it has been

turned—by priests and poets and painters in the past,

remains still the underlying marvel of life, since it holds

the secret of the cradle and the grave.

What that is, who knows ?

" It Cometh to deathe of its own free will and from

deathe it cometh of its own free will to life."

So writes one of the olden time, and we of later years

have come but little closer to clear comprehension of that

great law of Life through Sacrifice of Life which lives in

the word of the Master.

" He that loveth his life shall lose it."

In those old days, however, when the veil of the

Temple of Nature hung as a pall between the human

race and its environment, the effect of this widespread

legend of immortal self-immolation, self-creation, must

have been stupendous for mental evolution.

It was, as it were, man's first effort at raising that veil,

his first half-incredulous glance at the Land of Promise

behind it ; for the legend of the Phoenix is to be found

in his earliest records.

Thousands of years before Christianity gathered its

symbolism into her creed, the Phoenix in Egypt, in Greece,

in Babylonia, in Rome, preached the defeat of death, the
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resurrection of the body. Not only by the legend of its

self-renewal, but by the name of the palm which still, as an

emblem of victory, decorates our churches at Easter-tide
;

the palm which was strewn alike before Roman conquerors

and the lowly Christ, and which angels wave before the

Great White Throne.

Nor does the influence of the Phoenix, bird or tree, end

here. As the latter it still keeps its grip on our homes in

many a decorative design whose first inception is due to the

Tree of Life.

As the former ? Walk down the streets of any English

town and see how many houses bear its mystical mark

showing that fire will have no power to bring loss !

Truly, since the beginning of records the Pha'nix has

been the fire insurance of man and matter.

Impossible then to minimise the effect of this fabled

bird upon our civilisation.

And if we search through literature and art, it is

surprising to find how few of the great ones who have over-

topped their generation seem to have escaped its influence.

Poet after poet alludes to the legend either directly,

as when Ovid sings

" All these receive their birth from other things

But from himself the Phoenix only springs

Self-born, begotten by the parent flame

In which he burned, another and the same."

Or else by implication as when Shakespeare speaks of

his love as
" the glowing of such fire

As on the ashes of his youth doth lie

As the death bed whereon it must expire

Consumed by that which it was nourished by."

c 2
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So truthfully there is no exaggeration in the use of

that phrase, " great mass of myth," by one of the most

learned searchers into the genesis of the " full fair Brid

to loken upon."

For the legend has given rise to much literature

for and against its credibility, and the seriousness with

which the point has been discussed may be inferred

by the following solemn pronouncement from one who
denied the solitary self-sufficing Life.

" Do not the Holy Scriptures plainly affirm that in

the Ark of Noe were two beasts of each kind .? Thus

to say otherwise enfringeth the benediction of God
concerning multiplication."

Alas ! poor Phcenix, fabled Bird of ultimate sexless

unity ! Though it hath " schyned full nobily " through

the years, has it yet such share in the sin of Eve that

it must come to Birth by Defeat and not by Victory .?
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THE DOG OF ULYSSES

And now Eumaeus led

The king along—His garments to a thread

All bare and burned ; and he himself hard bore

Upon his staff at all parts like a poor

And sad old beggar. . . .

In the yard there lay

A dog called Argus which before his way

Assumed for Ilion Ulysses bred. . . .

But, the king gone, and now past its parts

Lay all abjectly on the stable's store.

Yet by this dog, no sooner seen but known

Was wise Ulysses, as he entered there

Up went the old dog's ears—as he came near

Qiiick rose the dog and fawned and wagged its stern

Crouched close its ears and died for every joy.

Ulysses saw it nor had power to abstain

From shedding tears ....
" He was a passing wise and well nosed hound."

—

Homer's Odyssey.

HIS particular story, dramatic in its very

simplicity, is merely given as a type of the

many which are to be found in all litera-

ture save that of the Semitic race.

There, the prevailing human note is

sounded unmistakably in the question :
" Is

thy servant a dog that he should do this thing ?

"

It is a comically pathetic contrast to the remark in
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the same inspired record of Balaam's ass when similarly

blamed.

Analysing these two appeals, " Is thy servant a dog ?
"

and "Am I not thine ass ?
" it is impossible not to see that

genuine self-respect and whole-hearted fidelity lie with the

donkey !

And truly a dog—even amongst the Jews—might well

have retorted on the man :
" Being thy dog, why should I

do this thing ?
" seeing that from the very beginning of

Time the fidelity of dogs has been their most marked

characteristic.

All the most ancient dog stories harp on this one theme.

Gelert, Dragon, Bran, Moera, Hodain, Horme ; these

and many another name leap to the forefront of memory,

bringing with them their record of absolutely flawless

fidelity.

Can we forget, either, the Dog of the Seven Sleepers,

Kutmir, who while his masters slept for three hundred and

nine years, kept watch and ward, standing beside them

without food, drink, or sleep f

The fable anyhow shows the character which dogs had

gained for themselves, and mankind's recognition of it. One
feels glad that Mahomet at least permitted Kutmir as a

reward to enter the Mahomedan Paradise, though Chris-

tianity—despite the fact of the sleepers being Christian

refugees from the Decian persecutions—treated the per-

formance with its usual silent contempt for all animal life.

For though the dog is mentioned no less than forty

times in the Bible it is never given a good word and is

nearly always spoken of in terms of absolute abhorrence.

Despite this, a carven dog lies still at the crossed feet of
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many a crusader, a signal in stone that as a dog faithfully

follows the footsteps of his master so faithfully has the dead

warrior followed the Cross.

In truth, though the dog in its long centuries of associa-

tion with man has brought him many another good gift,

none exceeds in value the World-idea of dogged faithful-

ness and unswerving obedience which is indissolubly bound

up with his constant companionship.

We have but to consider the inevitable influence of the

dog on the children of the human race to understand some

part, at least, of the benefit we gain from the dog's singular

devotion.

What father or mother has not again and again used the

" good dog who comes when he is called and does every-

thing you tell him " as an exemplar ? And if the " naughty

black, dog who growls and bites " be held up to reprehen-

sion also, it is but as an abstraction. The young mind may
believe in it, but the young eyes do not see it as they see

the swift obedience which Daddy's slightest whistle evokes,

the faithful attachment which—despite bullying— is given

so unstintingly to their own small selves.

" Doggie—dear—dear doggie !

"

A baby who learns to say that, compiles the best Trinity

of Teachers that a child can have for the first seven years of

its life

—

" Daddy, Mummie, Doggie !

"



THE HERO'S HORSE

"So Darius the son of Hystaspes had been declared King. At first he

caused to be made a carving in stone and set it up, and in it there was the

figure of a man on horseback and he wrote upon it writing to this effect

" Darius the son of Hystaspes by the virtue of his horse obtained the kingdom

of Persia."

—

Herodotus.

" It is noteworthy concerning Bucephalus that when dressed in his trappings

and his armour for battle he never allowed himself to be mounted by anyone

but the King. This too is recorded about the horse, that when Alexander

mounted him in the Indian war, and performing prodigies of valour, hurled

himself upon a mass of foemen without sufficient regard for himself, weapons

poured down on him from every side and his horse was pierced in back and

side with grievous wounds. Yet, dying as he was and almost drained of blood,

he brought back the King from the midst of the foe with his most rapid speed

and when he had carried him beyond weapon range he fell down on the spot,

assured of his master's safety and breathed his last almost, as it were, with the

consolation of human feeling. Then King Alexander, when he had gained

the victory founded a city on that site, and in honour of his horse called it

Bucephalon."

—

Aulus GelHus v. ii.

" Erechthon was the first who dared command

A chariot yoked with horses four in hand."

—

Georg. III.

" And first bow down the bridled strength of steeds

To lose the wild wont of their birth and bear

Clasp of man's knees and steerage o his hand."

—Swinburne's Erechtheus.

HE hero always has his horse.

Whether it be Alexander and Bucepha-

lus, Rosinante and Don Quixote, Dick

Turpin and Black Bess, Prince Pertap and

his grey horse Chytuc, or Siegfried and

Doomsted, the man and the beast have

gone together through the heroic history, and have gone

down together into the world's memory of that history.
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Often the beast remains unknown by name ; such

phrases as these " and that day his charger bore him full

well " or " his hyrsse was smitten sore " being all that re-

mains to tell of the equal heroism of the animal in many a

hard fight. The knyghte and his ladye remain to be sung

during the ages, but the horse which formed the trinity of

rescue is forgotten. Still it does not lack praise. BufFon,

the great naturalist, gives himself away in laudation to the

uttermost. According to him the horse is a " noble animal

who partakes of the fatigues of war, and seems to feel the

glory of victory. Equally intrepid as his master he en-

counters danger and death with ardour and with magnan-

imity. He likewise participates in human pleasures. He
exults in the chase and the tournament ; his eyes sparkle

with emulation in the course. But, though bold and in-

trepid, he suffers not himself to be carried off by a furious

ardour ; he represses his movements and knows how to

govern and check the natural vivacity and fire of his

temper. He not only yields to the hand, but seems

to consult the inclination of his rider. Uniformly obe-

dient to the impressions he receives, he flies or stops,

and regulates his motions entirely by the will of his

master.

" He, in some measure, renounces his very existence to

the pleasure of man. He delivers up his whole powers ; he

reserves nothing and often dies rather than disobey the man-

dates of his governour."

Brave words these ; and yet it is of the horse that

Buffon writes also " he always bears the marks of servitude

and often the external impressions of labour and pain. His

mouth is deformed by the perpetual friction of the bit ; his
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sides are galled with wounds or furrowed with cicatrices
;

and his hoofs are pierced with nails."

True. The horse is often a patient slave, but it is as

the companion and friend of the hero that we think of him

here. Practically the whole history of this companionship

is held in one or two tales. First that of the old Rajput

battle cry, "At ! nila-ghora-ke-aswar ! (Oh ! rider on the grey

horse !) which has echoed out over many a fierce fight,

horse and man mingled in combat unto death. Echoed

out in memory of Prince Pertap who, left alone alive of

his band of followers, fled on his wounded favourite ; fled

and found himself followed as a dog follows his master by

one of the conquering Emperor's staff.

Then for the first time there echoed out that cry " Ai

!

nila-ghora-ke-aswar .'
" It nerved the rider, the horse to

fresh efforts. But it would not be denied. The grey

horse failed, stumbled, fell. And then ? Then the pursuer

knelt at his master's feet, before the eyes of the whole con-

quering army, and gave him his fresh horse, going back to

his post, and to death for treachery, leading the wounded one.

That the Emperor forgave him, and raised him to still

higher honour, does not injure the heroism and the devo-

tion which have elevated the cry to one of headlong on-

slaught !

Then again in the story of that night ride to York,

when Black Bess never slackened speed in order to save

Dick Turpin's life. The sparks from her flying hoofs on

the hard road blind our eyes to all but the strenuous effort

of the innocent beast.

Finally we have dear old Don Quixote, lance at rest,

tilting old Rosinante at windmills, Sintram riding through
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the forest, Sir Galahad on his quest, and last of all the rider

Death on his pale white horse.

One thing is certain. No other animal has met death

so often in company with man. Many and many a good

soldier and true has given up his life for cause or country

with his head resting on a dead horse.

Yes ! The hero always had his horse ! That it may be

a motor car in the future does not alter the debt of gratitude

man owes and has owed from the beginning of time to the

willing slave of his pleasures and his pain.



BALAAM'S ASS

" But the firstling of an ass thou shalt redeem with a lamb ; and if thou

redeem him not thou shalt break his neck."

—

Exodus.

" Thou shalt not plough with an ass and an ox together."

—Deuteronomy.

" And the ass saw the angel of the Lord standing in the way .... and

the ass turned aside and went into the field .... and Balaam smote the

ass ... . and she saw the angel .... and thrust herself into the wall and

crushed Balaam's foot and he smote her again .... and when she saw the

angel of the Lord she fell down under Balaam, and he smote the ass with a

staff. . . . And the ass said unto Balaam, 'What have I done .''... Am I

not thine ass ? Was I ever wont to do so unto thee.' And he said ' Nay ' . . . .

then the Lord opened the eyes of Balaam and he saw."

—

Numbers.

"Behold thy King cometh to thee meek and sitting upon an ass and a colt

the foal of an ass."

—

Isaiah.

" King Midas hath the ears of an ass."

—

De Asse.

" Titania waked and straightway loved an ass."

—A Midsummer Night's Dream.
" It beareth the cross still in that it bore the Lord once."

—

0/d writer.

" I may be an ass, but I'm not a silly ass."

—

The Liars.

|RULY as the eye travels down these strangely

antagonistic quotations one feels inclined to

finish them with—" Bless thee, Bottom,

bless thee ! Thou art translated."

For if any living creature has ever been

translated it is the ass. It has literally

fallen from heaven to earth, from honour to contempt.

Once God of the Starry Host, its braying now, accord-

ing to the Italian proverb, cannot reach the skies.

The Path-finder once and thus, as Hermes was in after
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years, the leader of souls through the nether darkness of

death, the " way of an ass " is now the way of destruction.

And still more strange, the animal which once bore the

triumphant Christ, which still, according to the legend,

bears its own glad triumph in the task upon its back, is

now the vehicle of contempt reserved for the meanest

criminals who, driven from out their fellows ignomini-

ously, ride on it, face tailwards, exposed to the taunts

of all.

It is a difficult metamorphosis to follow, though there

is no lack of evidence to show this crossing of the ass over

the horizons of history, or to prove that it rose in glory if

it has set in dishonour. Naturally, also, this really extra-

ordinary narration of the estimates in which it has been

held by humanity suggests that its influence has also been

manifold.

In the early, almost unrecorded, days when it was

among the stars it no doubt gained honour by being

associated with the moon and with water. In the Nile

basin, certainly, any connection with the yearly inundation

was counted sufficient testimonial to divine character.

Yet it was the Egyptian who, in later years, cast the

first stone at the donkey by using it as a synonym for a

fool. Possibly, however, both the divinity and the

stupidity arose from the fact that, even to this day, an ass

has the strongest possible objection to crossing water ; for

there is nothing more common in tracing out origins than

to find one and the same thing counted first to honour and

then to dishonour.

But in truth one cannot avoid a smile, even while one

pities the patient, ill-used, ridiculous donkey, whose very
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virtues make common cause against him. " Why does a

donkey eat thistles ? " asks the world, and replies with a

snigger " Because he is a donkey," not " Because he is the

least dainty, most easily contented of beasts."

And yet the whole past history of the Ass is so

paradoxical that at times one is tempted to wonder if this

fellow mortal of ours is not indulging in a private joke at

our expense.

What subliminal self—the real self which does not

cross the threshold of our consciousness—has this beast

who is unworthy to be yoked with the ox, yet worthy to

stand beside it in the stable at Bethlehem .?

Why should a baby donkey—quaintest, dearest, most

enchantingly grotesque of all young unblemished things,

have its neck broken, and a grown-up one be counted as an

honourable " white ass " fit for any prophet to ride ?

Why should the descendants of Mahomet's ass on which

he travelled to heaven and back still be kept sleek and

honoured at Mecca, while those of the colt and the foal of

the ass who had higher honour be remembered only in such

travesties as the festival of the Ass which until lately

lingered in Italy ? Festivalism divided between unseemly

ceremonies of beating a poor donkey outside the church,

and saying his Litany within it punctuated by "heehaws"

instead of "Aniens".''

Why should one King Midas be afraid lest his long

ears should be known, and another King Midas take pride in

being called long-eared, because he kept himself well-

informed on what was going on around him ?

Finally why should we hold the Ass to be a stupid

animal, when on the only occasion in which he is known
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to have spoken he showed a perception and a wisdom far

superior to those of his rider ?

For temperate, sound, logical reproof of crass stupidity,

Balaam's ass is a model to all men.

"Am I not thine ass ?" What more was there to say ?

What'more succinct, direct, appeal to common sense could

the wisest of wiseacres have made ?

No matter, then, what the original of these endless para-

doxes may be, no matter whether we have any foundation

but our own ignorance for the accusations we lay against

the ass, two things are certain.

First—That the mere fact of having as it were a bench

mark of stupidity by which to measure the fiood tide of our

irritation, and give us the right to call a man an ass, is a

benefit to the whole human race ; a benefit for which we
should be grateful. The more so because

—

Second—It is equally certain that though the fellow

mortal who continues cheerfully to give us this right may
be an ass, he has never, so far as history records his career,

been a silly ass.



THE LION OF ANDROCLES

Apion, surnamed Plistonices, was a man of much reading, with a wide

and varied knowledge of things Greek.

He relates how an immense combat of wild animals was being given to

the people in the Circus Maximus. " I happened to be in Rome and was

myself a spectator of this thing," he says. "There were numerous wild

beasts there, exceeding the largest wild animals in size ; and all were remark-

able for their beauty or ferocity. But above all the others, the fierceness of

the lions was a wonder to all men ; and of one lion in particular beyond

all the others. The attentive eyes of all were fixed on this one lion by

reason of the vigour and size of his frame, the horrible resonance of his roar,

and the sinews and the mane that coiled about his neck. A slave belonging

to a man of consular rank was brought into the arena with several others, and

his name was Androcles. The lion, says Apion, as soon as it saw him in the

distance suddenly stood still, as if in wonder ; then gradually and gently, as if

recognising him, it drew nigh to the man, and softly and quietly wagged its

tail in the manner and fashion of a fawning dog, and pressed itself against

the man's body and with its tongue licked the legs and hands of the man who
was almost dead with fright. Under the blandishments of the terrible beast

Androcles recovered the courage he had lost and gradually turns his eyes to

look at the lion. And then, says Apion, you could see the man and lion

happy and congratulating each other, as it were, on their mutual recognition.

Straightway the people, as he relates, were excited to mighty shouts by

so marvellous an occurrence, and Androcles was summoned by Caesar

and asked why that most ferocious lion had spared him alone. Then
Androcles related an extraordinary and wonderful story. When my master,

he said, was appointed to the proconsular Government of the African

province, I was driven by his undeserved and daily blows to run away, and in

order to secure a safer concealment from my master, who was governor of the

land, I retired to the solitude of the fields and sandy wastes ; and if food

failed, my intention was to seek death somehow. Then, he continued,

as the sun was at the zenith and blazing, I gained the shelter of a secluded

and shady corner and entering I hid myself in it. Not long after, this lion

came to the same cave with a wounded and bleeding foot, uttering groans and

cries indicating the pain and agony of his wound, and Androcles remarked

that his spirit was appalled and terrified at the first sight of the approaching

lion. But the lion, he continued, as soon as it had entered what proved
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to be its own lair and saw me in the distance hiding myself, approached

gently and courteously, and made as if it would show and offer me its

uplifted paw, as if asking for help. Then, said Androcles, I removed a large

stick which was fixed in the pad of its paw, and I squeezed out from the inside

of the wound the matter which had gathered there ; and with care, and by

this time without fear, I dried it and wiped away the blood. The beast,

relieved by my aid and treatment, placed his paw in my hands and lying

down went to sleep. And from that day forth, for three whole years, the lion

and I lived in the same cavern and on the same food. For when it hunted

down a wild animal, it brought back the choicest parts to the cave for me; and

these, as I lacked abundance of fire, I scorched in the rays of the midday sun

and devoured. But, he continued, being at length weary of this savage life,

one day when the lion had gone forth to hunt, I left the cave and when

I had pursued my road for nearly three days I was seen and seized by soldiers

and brought back to my master from Africa to Rome. He at once had me

condemned on a capital charge and delivered to the beasts. But I under-

stand," he said further, " that this lion, after being separated from me,

was also captured and now gives me thanks for my kindness and medical

treatment."

Such is the story which Apion states that Androcles told and he affirms

all this in a written placard which was disseminated among the people ; and so

by general request Androcles was reprieved and his punishment remitted and

he was presented with the lion by the votes of the people, and therefore, says

Apion, we used to see Androcles and the lion, who was only held in a

slender leash, go all round the city among the shops, and Androcles had

money given him and the lion was decked with flowers and every one almost

that met them would say, " Here is the lion who entertained a man, and here

is the man who was a lion's doctor."

Noctes Atttcae. Auliiis Geliius.

UCH is the story of Androcles. It is inserted

here as typical of many similar stories ; for

since the beginning of time the lion has

been counted as the most magnanimous

of beasts. He is, in fact, their King,

brave, gentle, quick to resent an injury,

but slow to take offence.

But the Lion is not only the King of Beasts on Earth.

H
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It is the King of that strange, imaginary girdle of the

Beasts which is set among the Stars of Heaven to keep

watch and ward over man's world upon its way ; for the

sign of the Lion in the zodiac holds the Sun in the zenith

of his power.

It is a quaint mysterious girdle that of the beasts

marshalling, or being marshalled by the Virgin, the Twins,

the Archer, and the Water-carrier. If we could truly

understand its imagery we should solve many a puzzle of

the past and present.

For how came it there ?—the bestiary, as it was called

not so long ago even in this England of ours ? How few

of us ever pause to think why the tentative, fear-stricken,

yet trustful hands of our far-away forefathers were stretched

so far beyond their limited lives in order to set these symbols

of something in the sky ?

Myth-mad antiquaries tell us that these houses of the

Sun were his shelter, his cities of refuge in his endless escape

from Night, his endless race against Time
;
just as in old

tales the good fairy escapes from the bad fairy by changing

herself into a beast that walks, a bird that flies, an insect

that gropes, or a fish that swims.

Let us say " True, Oh King ! " with heart-whole

acquiescence ; but for all that we are no further than we
were in comprehension ; for, far below the surface of explana-

tion like a dead drowned face in the unfathomed sea, we
catch a glimpse of an inexplicable human thought born of a

desire which sought, as we seek now, a firmer grip on life,

and which found it in the quaint device of safeguarding a

soul by putting it in another body than its own.

" Tell me true, in what thing does your life lie," asks
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the Princess of the Sleeping Ogre, and straightway the

Prince, her lover, sets off on his travels and finds a bag

which holds a net that catches a fish which has swallowed

a bird, and in the bird is a grain of corn, and so on till life

is run to death at last.

Whence came it, this creed that to find Life you must

seek it out of the Body ? The drowned face of it looks up,

and is silent as the dead.

To return, however, to the Lion as King of the Bestiary

with the Virgin on one side of him, and the Crab on the

other—the Crab which in old times showed as two sacred

beetles, those far-seeing Egyptian scarabs who make earth

arks for their young ones ere the floods come to the Nile.

For the Lion was the great water sign, and still holds

its own in the matter of symbolism in many a modern foun-

tain or waterspout.

It is a quaint kingdom over which the Lion rules among
the Stars, and where he holds court with half the legends of

the world. The Passover Lamb is his subject. The Bow
of Promise in the Skies which ends the Deluge-bringer's

tyranny belongs to him. The Virgin-mother and her

heavenly Twins, the man child and the woman child, the

Three who are really One, look up to him. Even

the Bull-type of the great Osiris circles with him, and the

Fishes tell their tale of the Pool-of-Two waters as they

swim.
" I have come like the sun from the House of the

Lions" boasts Osiris, Redeemer of the Living and the

Dead ; and from that admission no doubt, has come about

the belief in the royalty of lineage of the Lion, a belief

which survives in Shakespeare's line " The lion will not

H 2
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touch true Prince," and Fletcher's similar assertion " If she

be sprung from royal blood the lion will do her reverence
;

else he'll tear her."

The legend of Una and the lion comes, no doubt, from

the Bestiary also, where night after night the lion lays its

head in the virgin's lap.

The vision of Ezekiel gives us another form of lion-lore

in the " Four living creatures .... and every one had

four faces and four wings. . . . The face of a man and the

face of a lion on the right side . . . and the face of an ox

. . . and the face of an eagle ... on the left side—and

their wings were stretched upwards."

This winged lion, sometimes with the face of a man, or

an ox, or an eagle, is found in very ancient sculptures, and

survives still as the lion of St. Mark.

Endless indeed are the influences which the lion has had

and still has on the mind of man.

How much of our patriotism is not irrevocably asso-

ciated with the lion, passant, gardant, which Edward

the Third adopted as the Great Seal of England ; the

lion which was one of the three by which Richard Coeur

de Lion had recorded his three Crusades on the arms of

England.

How many times, in our day, has not the whole Anglo-

Saxon race been stirred to its depths by even a rough sketch

of a lion waiting and watching as the nation watches and

waits, triumphing as the nation triumphs, mourning as the

nation mourns.

A Tenniel cartoon of a lion in Punch has ere this been

a patriotic power which has been felt throughout the whole

world, civilised and uncivilised.
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Truly the lion carries for our race much of the " white

man's burden " as it speaks to us in one and the same

breath of royal power and perfect freedom, of unshrinking

courage and absolute magnanimity, of the equality of

Heaven's sun and rain, which it symbolises, and of that

reverence for the helpless and the innocent which legend

assigns to it always.



THE UNICORN

"There are amongst the Indians wild asses which are like horses but

bigger ; they have a white body and a red head, and their eyes are blue. And

they have a horn a cubit in length, in the middle of the forehead. Now the

scrapings of such a horn are put in a drink, and are a safeguard against deadly

drugs. And the lower part of the horn, for about a couple of hand-breadths

from the forehead, is wholly white ; but the upper part of the horn is pointed,

and of a crimson hue, wholly red, and the other part in the middle is black.

Those who drink out of these horns (for they are fashioned into drinking

cups) are said never to be seized with convulsions, nor epilepsy. Neither are

they enslaved by drugs, whether they drink before, or after the drug, wine or

water, or anything else out of the cups.

" All other asses, whether domestic or wild, and all other single-hoofed

animals, have no ankle-bone nor have they a gall-bladder on the liver

;

but these animals have both an ankle-bone and a gall-bladder on the liver—an

ankle-bone indeed, as fine as ever I saw, like that of the ox, both in form and

size ; and it is as heavy as lead ; and for colour it is like vermilion, and

in depth likewise.

" Now this creature is very swift and very strong ; and nothing, neither'a

horse nor anything else, can pursue and overtake it. It begins running rather

slowly, but the longer it runs, the more marvellously it exerts itself, and

it runs faster and faster. In other ways, too, this animal is not like other

beasts ; for when they lead their young offspring on to the pastures and

are surrounded by a body of mounted men, they do not desert their foals and

fly ; but they fight with their horns, and with kicks and bites, and destroy

often horses and men. But they can also be taken captive, when shot

by arrows or javelins ; for you could not take them alive. Their flesh is not

to be eaten for its bitter taste ; but they are hunted for the sake of their horns

and ankle bones."

—

Ctesias (400 B.C.)

"Among the wild animals of India is a creature with a single horn,

which is called there ' cartazonos
'

; in size it is equal to a full-grown horse,

and it has a mane and chestnut-coloured hair. It is very swift of foot, and its

feet are without joints like an elephant's, and it has a tail like that of a pig.
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Between the eyebrows it bears a single horn, not smooth, but with a natural

twist in it ; and it is of a black colour, and is pointed at the end. This

animal is said to have a voice very loud and discordant, and to be forbearing

and gentle towards other animals, but quarrelsome towards its own kind. It

is said, moreover, that not only are the males given to butting and fighting

one another, but they show the same disposition against the females, and

carry their love of fighting even to the death. The animal is very powerful

in all its frame, and the strength of its horn is invincible. A nomad

by nature, it delights in desert places, and wanders alone ; but in the pairing

season it is quite gentle towards the female, and they pasture together ; but as

soon as the time is over and the female is with young, he becomes wild

again ; for this Indian cartazonos is a solitary creature. And it is told that

foals are taken quite young and brought to the King of the Prairie, and made

to show oiT" their strength against one another at times of festival ; but

no man remembers that a full-grown specimen was ever caught alive,"

—Aelian. De Natura Animalium. Book XVI. Ch. xx.

HOUGH from the very beginning of time

until the very last century of it, there is to

be found throughout the world a genuine

belief in the existence of the unicorn,

there is also no doubt that its history is the

history of a mistake.

Even that primary mention of it in the Bible which

had read to so many generations " between the horns of the

unicorns," has been set aside as a mis-translation. Ctesias

again, and Aelian, who are recorded in so many books as

describers of the unicorn, make no mention of it save as a

wild Indian ass ; and yet " the unicorn, whose home is

worth a citie," has held its own, not only in legend, but

in life.

Strangest of fabulous beasts, it still, after these long

centuries of dwindling reverence, keeps kingship as one of

the supporters of the British coat-of-arms.
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How it came there all know. James VI. brought it

with him " argent, imperially crowned, armed, enguled,

crined, gorged with open crown and chain affixed, reflexed

over the back" (as the heraldic description runs), from the

Scotch coats of arms, when he took the title of James the

ist of England.

So, since those days of Union, favoured by some, dis-

favoured by others, " the Lion and the Unicorn have been

fighting for the crown." That the " Lion beat the Unicorn

round and round the town " is an addition from the south

side of the Tweed with which we have nothing to do. All

that we know is that the unicorn will not be " taken alive
;

for the greatnesse of his minde is such that he chooseth

rather to die "
; also that " the longer it runs, the more

marvellously it exerts itself, and runneth faster and faster."

Therefore the fact that the Lion beat it vainly round

and round the town is not entirely to the credit of the

Lion !

How or why the Scotch Unicorn became Scotch is also

a difficulty. True, James IIL in the fourteenth century

had it on the Great Seal, but there is no doubt that, as a

supporter, it came over from France with the immortal

red-haired, brown-eyed princess whose name and fame, like

that of Helen of Troy, will never fade from history, but

will always give to it the unreal atmosphere of romance.

Why Mary, Queen of Scots, chose it, none know. Most

probably because the unicorn " pays homage to innocence,

and falls asleep in a virgin's lap." It has, indeed, become

the symbol of virginity.

A strange irony of fate, therefore, that the sad yet glad

young girl who brought it with her to support her em-
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blazonment should have died the death she did, and that

even now the world has not yet done with settling her saint

or sinner

!

But, in truth, the unicorn and its history is full of such

ironies. Its horn worth a king's ransom—worth it, surely,

if only for the " hand's breadth wholly white, the upper part

wholly red, and the middle black "—may prevent those who

drink from it from being enslaved by drugs ; but it is as

undoubtedly the horn of which married men should be

beware.

And the ankle bone " as fine as ever I saw, heavy as

lead, and for colour like vermilion," what a possession is

this, and yet it tells the same tale as the siren's song !

So in its way the Unicorn flies round the world, leaving

traces as it goes of many a myth that has gone to build up

man as he is.

And while the British Lion, leaving his post, ramps

about, tail up or down, the Unicorn, brought to the scutcheon

by a woman, the very crest of womanhood itself, the heart

so to speak, of Female Suffrage, waits and watches " im-

perially crowned, crined, armed, enguled."

Perhaps the time may come when the Unicorn may

change places with the Lion, as pursuer.

For the present, it is the most paradoxical of all fabulous

beasts. There is talk about it and to spare ; but when one

runs the tale to earth, lo ! there is nothing. No unicorn at

all ; only a wild ass !

Will it be so with the feminine aspirations which it

typifies ?



THE HALCYON
Ceyx, Son of the Morning Star, with the hand that was wont to hold his

sceptre, grasped a piece of wreckage and called on his father and the winds.

Still more often in his mouth was the name of his wife Halcyone . . .

she held his mind, his memory, and he prayed that the waters might bear his

body to her eyes so that her dear hands might give him burial. ... So

he called on the name of Halcyone and murmured it in the very bosom of

the waves. . . .

And the Morning Star veiled his face in thick clouds. . . .

" There is no Halcyone ! She died with her Ceyx !

"

So at break of day she went out from the palace to the shore whence she

had watched Ceyx depart. " Here," she said, " his cables were loosened !

Here on the shore he kissed me ere he went."

And as she looked out over the sea she saw in the distance something

like a body in the water.

" It is he !
" she cried, and held out trembling hands. " Is it thus, dear

husband of my heart, is it thus, thou helpless one, that thou comest back

to me ?
"

Close to the sea there is a bank, built by man, which breaks the first fury

of the sea and bears the first onslaught of the waves. To it she sprang, and

—miracle of miracles—from it she and her love flew, beating the air

with new-born wings skimming over the crests of the waves. . . .

A sound of misery and full of plaint echoed out, she covered the dear

limbs with her new wings, she pressed on them, all in vain, cold kisses. . . .

Did Ceyx feel them ? Or did the movements of the waves uplift his

head to them ?

They that watched knew not, but through the Pity of the Gods

the husband and the wife were changed to birds, their fates were the same,

their love remained. ... So for seven calm days . . . the Halcyon broods

on its nest on the face of the waters . . .

. . . Then in the pathway of the sea free from danger, for Aelohus

guards the winds in their prison and governs the waves. . . . —Ovid's

Metamorphoses.

And so the Halcyons spread the waves smooth and calm, the South

Winds and East Winds which stir up the seaweed from the depths ; for the
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Halcyons are beloved by the sea-green Nereids above all the birds which take

their prey from the waters.— Theocritus.

Chaerophon. " What sound is that, Socrates, from the shore ? How
sweet it was.

Socrates. It is a sea-bird, Chaerophon, called the Halcyon ; a bird given

over to grief and tears. . . . They say this bird was once a woman, daughter

of Aeolus, and that, grieving over the husband of her girlhood, Ceyx, son of

the Morning Star, fair son of a fair father, whose death robbed her of

love, she, by the will of the Gods, grew wings, and in the shape of a bird flits

over the sea seeking her husband. . . .

Chaerophon. Truly a mournful sound. What size is the bird, Socrates ?

Socrates. Not large ; but large is the reward her love hath won from

the Gods. For when these birds are nesting, the world, too, enjoys those

days called halcyonides, notable for their brightness . . . See ! How calm is

the air, how waveless and still the sea, like to a mirror . . .

Chaerophon Truly a halcyon-day ; but how can we have faith in

these old stories, Socrates? . . . such things are impossible.

Socrates. . . . We are but dull-eyed judges altogether of the possible and

the impossible ... we test all things by our human power which does not

know, nor trust, nor see. . . . Do you not then think it a greater and harder

task to bring about this bright calm from tempest, and restore the whole

world to peace, than to change the form of a woman into the form of a

bird ?
"—Lucian's Halcyon.

" Then Zeus gives the wisdom of calm to fourteen days, and the people

of the land call it the Hour of Wind-hiding."

—

Simonides.

But how now stands the wind

Into what corner peers my halcyon's bill.

—

Marlowe.

HE world could ill spare its halcyon-days !

Those days when neither north wind nor

south, east nor west, drives the soul to some

fore-ordained goal ; when peace laps the

whole world round, and as we lie in the

meadow grass or on the spent spines of the

fir-trees we feel the great unity of Life and know ourselves as

all things are around us. When the mailed beetle, creeping
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through the moss beside us, is as Sir Galahad on his quest,

and the bird crossing the blue sky overhead is as the angel

of Bethlehem.

" Oh, cup-bearer ! save the cup of Life what gift canst

thou bring ? " sings the Persian poet, sunk in his sweet

halcyon sleep among the roses and the bulbuls.

" JVhen Zeus gives the unsdom of calm /
"

Ah ! How seldom he gives it in this work-a-day world !

But for all our brief glimpses into the peace beyond,

for all the self-forgetfulness of Love, and Music, and Poetry

and Art the Halcyon stands sponsor.

" Is it thou, dear one ?
" we cry, our new-found wings

uplifting us for the moment. " Is it thou
"

Art, Music, Poetry, everything which sends our souls

flitting over the Shadowy Sea seeking our lost life, is sym-

bolised by the little blue and green bird which we see for

an instant glowing turquoise and emerald, in the sunlight

and shade of some wooded river reach, ere it dives into the

golden brown of the stream. Quaint little bird ! Giving

its lustrous jewelled skin even now-a-days as a weather-cock

to cottages in remote country districts, though, for the most

part, the world has forgotten the fable on which Socrates

and Theocritus spent their wisdom.

Yet the simple story of the great Peace which comes to

the whole world with the Great Quest, is one which is re-

told to every loving heart. Aye ! even to those who,

wandering ever over the crested waves, dare not say whether

they meet the uplifted lips of the Beloved, or whether it is

but the ceaseless pulsing of the endless sea which brings to

them the kiss of peace.



THE KING'S SPIDER

" Now shalle thiss spydere teche me gwat to doe ; sin I alsoe have fayled

six times."

—

Legend of Robert the Bruce.

O said Robert the Bruce, and in so saying

gives us the key-note of many another

favour done to mankind by his fellow

mortals ; for there is no history that

does not hold such tales of comradeship,

and there has scarcely been a human
heart which has not beaten more truly, more steadily,

because of some beast that perishes. It is of these

countless kindnesses that this chapter speaks, of the

tears and laughter, the gladnesses and sadnesses which

have come into our lives through the existence of what

we call the animal world.

How many an unjust imprisonment besides Silvio

Pellico's has been lightened by the confidence of some

of the least of God's creatures, and how many a free

life has been cheered by the affection of horse or dog or

cat or bird.

Nor is the record of benefit confined to reality. Who
has not laughed over the Jackdaw of Rheims, or felt the

blood thrill in the veins over the Ride to Ghent }

But for the most part there is no record at all.
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History tells us of Alexander's love for Bucephalus, of

Yudishthra's surpassing love for his dog, which made

him forswear Paradise without his faithful companion.

And we read between the lines of many a curt mention

how much to man has been the mutual trust of fellow

mortals.

Still the great bulk of benefit has gone down with those

fellow mortals to the grave.

Who knows, who can know, how much of help and

example and close, confident comradeship have been given

in the past to man .? Given, taken, and forgotten !

We have laughed at animals, we have played with

them, hunted with them, amused ourselves with them,

and wept over them. We have, so to speak, made our

souls with them, learning the lessons they had to teach,

and for so much surely they claim grateful consideration at

our hands.

The King's Spider then, which taught him perse-

verance, stands as a type for the endless unknown services

which the animals have done for man, ever since Adam first

learnt speech by calling them by their names.

Far away days those ; and he has misused those names

hideously since by putting many of them to bad uses ; but

behind even such opprobrious epithets as dog, cat, pig,

ass, puppy, lies the certainty that each of these—automati-

cally or otherwise—has done more for humanity than

humanity has done for it.

Take them as automata, deny them everything but a

grim similitude of Life—and yet

What have they not done for our souls }







PART III

WHAT OUR FELLOW MORTALS ARE
DOING









WHAT OUR FELLOW MORTALS ARE
DOING

T may seem to some as if it were needless to

set down what should be a matter of com-

mon observation to all ; but the truth is,

that it is not commonly observed by the

many. Let us suppose, for instance, that

we wish to catch a train, and hailing a

hansom, promise cabby an extra sixpence if he enables us to

do so. He gets his sixpence, cabby and fare alike interchange

cheerful smiles ; but does either of them think of the horse

who is really the benefactor of both, who has given sixpence

to one, and to the other, it may be, an inestimable boon ?

So in a thousand ways. How many sportsmen ofFer up

thanksgiving to St. Grouse or St. Partridge on their respec-

tive Saints' day ? Put it more decisively. How many

sportsmen lift their linger from the trigger when a barely

possible shot comes their way .'' when at best wounding is all

they can hope to compass ? And so refrain, not from fear of

losing a twopenny halfpenny charge of powder and shot,

but from fear of injury to the creatures who supply them

with such a vast amount of keen pleasure .?

Very few. And yet what would the lives of some men

be without shooting, fishing, hunting ?
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In truth even the most thoughtful of men fail to realise

what a blank, life would be without the beasts that perish.

So let us set down here, as briefly as possible, some of

the ways in which, day by day, hour by hour, they make

the life of each of us pleasurable, profitable—nay, more !

possible.



THE OX IN LIFE AND DEATH

OST of us, even those who are most recklessly

carnivorous, feel a faint shame when we

think of the Noah's ark of animals which

we have eaten or are intending to eat.

Even if it be only so much automatic life,

for which we are responsible, the remem-

brance of the work we have compassed by the aid of such

fuel is not always satisfactory. A steam crank supplied

with it might well have done more.

We take much, we give back little ; that is the way of

the world. Truly, if mankind could learn that every

breaking of bread was a sacrament indeed, and that the

duty of preserving life lies, not only with the giver, but

with the taker also, there would be more work done, and

less good material wasted. " Preserve thou it unto ever-

lasting life" is as binding on the eater of food, as on the

giver of it. At least we might remember more often than

we do, that life has died for us.

Put into figures, the tale of that life is stupendous

indeed !

One year's supply of beef for our " right little, tight

little island !
" What a huge tonnage it comes to. Roughly

I 2
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speaking, it may be said that nearly 3^ million cattle are

slaughtered in Great Britain every year, and that the flesh of

a million and a half more is imported for our use from

abroad ! Nearly five million lives, for which strict account

must be given as a dynamic force !

And beyond this we have to reckon the value to us of so

much. The hides for all the innumerable leather industries,

the horns and hoofs for as many more minor needs. Over

and above the skins of the three million slain cattle we

British import nearly a million hundredweights of hides.

And each hundredweight averages how many skins .?

Truly the score is great, the dead weight of obligation

heavy.

Nor is this all. There is the milk ! Billions, trillions

fail us in the account of the gallons consumed. And how
about the lives this milk has saved .'' In these days in

which woman ceases to be a mammal and babies are not

yet born with teeth, is it not safe to say that Herod's would

be merciful indeed beside the great Slaughter of Innocents

which would ensue if every cow in England ran dry to-day !

The very thought cannot be entertained for a second.

It is too terrible, too tragic. Helpless, flat-bosomed women
watching their infants starve while doctors and analysts

work day and night to find some suitable aliment of which

milk does not form a part. Let us drop the subject, since

even its contemplation will not drive woman back to her

first duty.

Briefly then, the immortality of our race lies in the

udders of the milky mothers of the herd. Nearly all the

charm of our children, we take, and take thanklessly, from

the beast who, lowing piteously for her own new-born, does
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not refuse her milk to ours. True we teach those children

of ours to say perfunctorily:

—

" Thank you, pretty cow, who gives us pleasant milk,"

but we do not realise the wail that would go up from the

land, the glory that would depart from our homes, if our

sucking babes were left to the unaided mercies of their

mothers.

Yes ! Women, of all creatures alive, should be grateful

to the cow who makes motherhood possible for them. All

the more grateful because in supplying their place, as milch

kine have done increasingly year by year, somewhat of the

pains and penances of human child-bearing have come upon

these dumb creatures.

Ready—unnaturally ready—to breed at all times, they

often suffer, as women suffer in child-bearing, while the

very excess of their milk production which enables many a

human suckling to thrive on one cow, has produced for

them a disease which yearly kills an increasing number of

good milk kine. The mother who, kept for breeding pur-

poses only, rears her calf naturally, knows it not. It is the

heavy milkers who, in obedience to the needs of man, give

twice, three times, nay ! five or six times more milk than

any calf would require who suffer from puerperal apoplexy

and die—happily unconscious.

Then as beasts of burden the ox still claims our grateful

care. To it even we of the civilised world fly when roads

are bad, when all else fails. In South Africa alone, how
many victories were won by the patient creatures who
harnessed to guns, to ammunition waggons, to stores, heaved

and strained through the veldts, through the drifts, only to

be shot at night time if their galled shoulders seemed too
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bad for the next day's work, if their weary limbs seemed

too stiff to start afresh. Shot by hundreds lest the Boers

should find them recovered by rest.

But it is in India that we learn really the dependence of

man upon cattle. There, from one end of the land to the

other, every atom of his food is, in one way or another, the

product of their patient toil. In the earliest dawn the

plough-oxen are at work in the level fields, seen like white

shadows against a primrose sky. There, at late eve, the

monotonous hum of some oil or sugar press, hidden in dark

corners or amid dense leafage, tells of that patient toil still,

and in the dead of night the unceasing song, which, to the

western ear, recalls so closely the opening notes of " Home,

sweet Home," goes on and on and on as the water wheel sends

the birthplace of all things to the parched gaping earth.

This unending toil is the Secret of Sanctity. In

India the people still say, with BufFon :
" In regard

to maintenance, the excellence of the ox is superior to

that of any other creature ; for he restores to the earth

as much as he takes from it : he even enriches and im-

proves the ground on which he fiseds. Without the aid

of this useful animal both the poor and the opulent would

find great difficulty in procuring subsistence. The earth

would remain uncultivated, our fields and gardens become

parched and barren. The ox is the very source and

support of agriculture. Formerly he constituted the whole

riches of mankind, and he is still the basis of the riches of

nations which subsist and flourish in proportion to the culti-

vation of their lands and the number of their cattle. For in

these all real wealth consists. Every other kind, even gold

and silver, being only fictitious representations, having no
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value save that which is conferred on them by the products

of the soil."

Perhaps the time will come when India, with her three

hundred millions of men, will, in like proportion to our-

selves, slay her twenty-two millions of cattle ; but the time

is not yet. The sacred bulls still wander unharmed, the

oxen are the wealth of the people, and the milch kine their

dearest possession.

And yet the Indian women are still mothers, indeed !

Here, in the West, where every large house is a gaping

mouth into which dead cattle are shovelled by the ton, and

where the cow, which has mothered our children, is fatted

up and sent to the butcher so soon as her milk supply ceases

to bring in its full pennyworth of profit, it would need a

Slaughter of the Innocents, indeed, to bring home to us the

vast debt of gratitude we also owe to the

" Red skinn'd kine in the red tipped clover."



THE HORSE IN WAR AND PEACE

OR how long the horse will maintain its

present supremacy in the pleasures of

humanity is a question for the Jockey and

the Automobile Clubs ; but at the present

moment there is no doubt that both in

pleasures and pains, it holds its own.

Let us take the last first, and consider the 400,000 and

odd horses who lost their lives, or were wounded in the

South African war, those horses to whom a memorial

drinking trough was lately put up, which bears this

inscription :

—

In Memory of the Mute Fidelity

of the 400,000 Horses

Killed and Wounded

At the call of their Masters

During the South African War
1899— 1902

In a cause of which they knew nothing

This Fountain is erected

By a reverent Fellow creature.

It is a large number 400,000. The amount of pain which

it represents is terrible to think of. For it is pain, lightened

by no sense of patriotism ; not even by the dogged courage

which bids a man die fighting hard for a cause of which he
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knows nothing. Neither was it h'ghtened by the care and

sympathy of man the master ; for England has not yet

reached the pitch of civilisation of the Eastern King Asoka,

who, in the year 251 B.C., issued his edict that medical aid

was to be given to man and beast alike throughout his

wide empire. How many of these horses died actually on

the battlefield, inspired to some extent by the wild excite-

ment which goes so far to carry men through the ordeal by

fire, and how many died in cold blood, shot by the master

when the day's long tramp was over as unfit for further

work, it is impossible to say. But many a man who went

through the war remembers still with a shudder the even-

ing work of shooting a hundred or more of the poor beasts

who had been lamed or galled in our service, lest they

might fall into the hands of the enemy if left to recover on

the veldt. A stern Red Cross aid this ; one, which if

applied to Humanity, would swiftly end all war. To work

loyally, to bear the burden painfully, and then, because of

your weariness, to be condemned to die. It is a hard

saying.

And when one thinks of all the wars since the beginning

of Time, the sum total of life sacrificed to serve man's

patriotism, his love of conquest, his desires for this or that,

mounts up indeed. Scarcely a thing have we which a horse

has not died to win for us. And in this death we have to

reckon with one constant factor—the horse's extreme

timidity of all things new, unknown, which is due no doubt

to the fact that it sees all things three times as large as they

really are ; for its eye is a magnifying lens. It is curious

to think of this. Supposing we, with our eyes, mind you,

at their present horizontal plane, were to see our fellows
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looming large, twelve feet higher than we were, how many

wars, think you, would there be in the world ? not

many !

For this magnifying power in the horse's eye, however,

though it brings to the beast so much agony of terror, we

have reason to be thankful ; without it, so strong, so highly

strung, an animal would scarcely be so blindly obedient to

a man as it is ; for even now an intensity of fear will sweep

all before it, and a stampede of the baggage train ruin many

a well-laid plan. On the other hand, we, who gain so

much by the counterfeit dignity bestowed on us by the

horse, ought surely to consider the cause of it, and order

our doings so that we inflict as little needless fear as possible.

How then about the way in which horses were shipped to

South Africa, how about the unseasoned battens, the useless

shoddy padding, the whole horrible heaping together of

maddened horses in the hold which in some cases made a

vessel come cargo-less to port. Terrible, awful to think of !

A storm at sea, and hundreds of horses at the mercy of

incompetence, fraud, and greed of gain. Such things go

far to dim the laurels of victory.

This is not a pleasant history. We can only hope that

what man gained was worth the agony so needlessly indicted

on our faithful servants.

For the horse has always been a faithful friend. It is

difBcult indeed to imagine a human world without it.

Think of the joy it has brought into millions of lives ; the

exhilarating sense of power, of speed, it has given to many a

man as, one with his mount, the miles, the obstacles have

slipped from his path without one effort on his part ? A
xnotor car is faster than a horse, but what man, when the
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goal is reached and the gasping sob of the machinery

steadies to rest, will fling his arm round the petrol motor,

as he would round the neck, of his horse, and feel that

between them they have done a great thing !

Even horse-racing, taken by itself without its apparently

inevitable sequence of bookmakers, welshers, robbers of the

master's till and absconding clerks, holds a high place as a

healthy amusement ; and even as a commercial speculation !

La Fleche won close on jC35>oo<^ ^'^^ ^^^ lucky owner in

honourable stakes alone, and a racing sire stands equal to an

income of ^6,000 a year.

But, after all, for real benefit to the nation at large one

must go back from riding, driving, hunting, racing

—

though it is impossible to overrate the advantages of all

these—go back to the industrial work which has been

done, which is being done, every day by the horse.

On a fine February morning how good it is to see the

mist of vapour rise from the ploughing team to join the

mist rising from the new-ploughed land. Nature is

labouring to bring forth bread. The steam of her sweating

is as an incense on the altar of life. As it steers its way so

steadily with the scuffler through the young mangolds and

turnips, treading neither to the right nor the left, needing

no bit or bridle, does the horse recognise its duty or the

seedling ? It will tread on weeds, but even at the turns

will save the crop if it can. There is something almost

eerie in the knowledge some farm horses acquire of

agriculture. They will measure their distances for the

putting down of manure, go on from cock to cock when
carting hay, and, if worked without blinkers, look round to

see what room they have for backing a cart into a barn.
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Only the other day an instance of this reasonable apprehension

of what is required came under notice. The pony who
did the lawn-mower died, and for the first time in his life

old Ben was put to the job. " Does it as if he was born to

it, you can't teach that old 'orse much," was the admiring

comment, as with steady gravity Ben turned at the end of

the lawn, waited for the grass box to be emptied, and then

went on his way, overlapping the last cut by just an inch

or two as if, indeed, he had done nothing else all his life.

The comfort of it ! when now-a-days humanity will

scarcely try to do work, it has not done before.

Then there are the endless horses employed on

haulage ; even the butcher's pony, sprightly and alert,

which looks as if it also fed on meat. The postman's

cart, the doctor's gig—what an amount of amusement

and consolation they have brought and still bring.

But the history of the horse is the history of humanity,

for the horse has been man's greatest aid to civilisation.

From the time when the death of a horse was ac-

counted a calamity, when the ancient Scythians prayed

" Oh, Soma ! bring us riches of gold, of horses, of men "
;

and the Aryans welcoming their brides sang, " Come, oh

wife of beauty, swift as a mare, desired of the Gods ;

woman of tender heart, with tender eyes, good to thy

husband, good to the animals, destined to suckle heroes,"

until now, when almost every omnibus horse in London

dies at least ten years before its time from overstrain and

overfeeding, it has been our strongest ally in gaining the

strength, the position which we now hold. It has opened

up for us every new country in the world.

Is it because of this, that Pegasus, the winged horse.
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is supposed to carry us beyond this world into the world of

poetry and perfection, of beauty and of art ?

Such, at any rate, is his modern occupation, though in

the old mythology he is only supposed to have struck the

fount of inspiration from the earth with his spurring hoof

as he fled to Olympus, thence to hurl down Jove's thunder

and lightning on a wicked world. Whether he paid

peculiar attention to poetasters and pot-boiling authors

history sayeth not.

But even in this modified tale of his prowess, in-

spiration is still connected with the horse, " swift as a

thought." The horse, indeed, comes in to much good

poetry, much good art. Is there anything, however,

much better than the description of the war-horse in Job .?

" He paweth in the valley and rejoiceth in his strength

;

he goeth on to meet the armed men.
" He mocketh at fear and is not affrighted ; neither

turneth he his back to the sword.

"The quiver rattleth against him; also the glittering

spear and the shield.

" He smelleth the battle afar off, the thunder of

the captains, and the shouting.

" Canst thou make him afraid of a grasshopper ? Yet

the glory of his nostrils is terrible."

That is the horse, in its weakness and in its strength.

Afraid of a grasshopper—and a grasshopper three times

its proper size would be indeed an ugly beast !—yet

mocking at fear when it has an armed man on his back.

Then let the quiver rattle against it, the glittering spear

and the shield ; the horse is ready to carry its rider

through battle, to peace and prosperity.



THE SHEEP AND ITS SKIN

UCH that was written of cattle might be

repeated here ; and repeated with the

emphasis which belongs to the sacrifice not

only of four and a half millions of lives,

but of nineteen millions.

For our tonnage of needful flesh increases

amongst the flocks ; and in the end, roughly speaking, each

man, woman, and child in England has yearly to account

for thirty-five pounds of English-killed beef, sixteen pounds

of English-killed mutton, and thirty pounds of foreign

meat.^

In all, therefore, eighty-one pounds of dead flesh and

blood to keep the live flesh and blood young for a year.

Surely a burden for us, who stand at the head of the flesh-

consuming races to bear with us through our lives ! For

rightly or wrongly who can say ?—this burden of lost life has

to be carried—somewhither—has to be made of some use

somewhere. That our race leads a strenuous life must be

admitted. Let us hope the machine is worth its fuel, yet

when one thinks of the alarming increase of the submerged

tenth, an increase which threatens to become a source of

1 These numbers are those of the Journal of the Statistical Society.
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danger to the healthy hard-working population, is it

possible to avoid asking such questions as these :

—

" How many tailors go to make a man ?
"

Is the product of our city slums, diseased in mind and

body, unfit practically to live, worth the sheep and the

oxen and the good grain it takes to keep the fires burning ?

It will be said that if the fire could get enough fuel, the

mechanism might work better. Perhaps ; but it must not

be forgotten that the " body needs more than meat and the

flesh than raiment."

So let us leave the vexed question alone and pass to the

great gift of the sheep's skin.

Practically in our climate it is the gift of warmth and

comfort. Without it Teufelsdrockh could never have

shown Humanity as a Clothes-Horse, and were we at

this moment to strip every atom of wool from England

the result would be quaint indeed ! So much do we
owe in comfort and even decency to the sheep. Blue

books, statistical journals may tell us of six hundred and

fifty million pounds of wool imported into England during

a year, of twelve million pounds' worth or more of woollen

goods used during the same time, but what brings home

to us our indebtedness to the sheep is simply to imagine

ourselves and the room in which we sit deprived of wool.

Teufelsdrockh's " forked radish with a head fantastically

carved " seated on nothing would represent even so high

and mighty a personage as the Lord Chancellor !

Yet as a rule we wear our " natural wool" as if it were

indeed our own natural covering, and give no thought to

the animal from whose back we strip it. A stupid, foolish,

helpless animal, unable to repel the attack of any enemy
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because, through long centuries of breeding at the command
of man for his purposes only, it has become unwieldy in

body, weak of limb, burdened to an unnatural extent by its

fleece. " In short," as Buffon puts it, " whatever changes

have been wrought in this animal by the industry of man
are entirely calculated for human advantage and not for that

of the creature itself." So much mutton, so much wool.

That is the sheep as Man has made it. No wonder it

looks out on the green fields with such a lustreless eye ; no

wonder there are no tales in earth or heaven of the sheep,

save as a sacrifice. It is a large square of mutton supported

on inadequate decrepid feet.

Yet truly its two gigots, its two shoulders of mutton,

support more than the loins and the cutlets. They have to

support the countless villainies which man has written on

its skin, the bonds in vellum which have exacted so many

pounds of flesh from the poor, the foolish, the unfortunate.

Then it has the unmerited contumely of being used

with the adjective " black," as the scornful designation for

a man when he is hopelessly depraved.

" A black sheep !
" That is a thing too contemptible

for the law to touch. And yet the real black sheep is as

foolish as peaceful, as easily herded as the white one, and

the little black lamb on its jerky, irresponsible legs, a

far more fascinating creature than even Mary's pet with

its fleece as white as snow.

Still the sheep is even with us at the last, for most

of us sleep our last sleep close happed in a woollen shroud,

De mortuis nil nisi bonum !

Though their sins be as scarlet let them be as

white as wool !







THE BIRD AND ITS SONG

HAT would the world do without a nightin-

gale ?

What would the rose be without a

bulbul ?

What— if it comes to asking questions

—would Christmas be without a red-

breasted robin to put on the cards and into the illustrated

Christmas numbers ?

Truly it would be Hamlet with the part of Hamlet left

out. Vaguely one realizes how the ear listens for the song

of birds, when in some slum street of back London a

thrush's song floats in mellow captured cadence from an

upper window, filling the squalid surroundings with un-

erring joy of life. Singing, singing as if it were on the

swaying top of a beech tree rearing itself above its fellows

for a peep of God's good world, His even sunshine. His

even rain.

But there, answer would come swiftly, insistent ; here

the notes die away into silence unchallenged, perhaps

unheard; for the organ grinds on, the street children clatter

a dance to it on the pavement, the door of the gin palace

at the end of the street swings backwards and forwards

rhythmically.
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Yet the thrush has done its work. By-and-bye a hand

will reach out from the window, unhook the cage and

take the bird in for the night. It has told its tale to

some one.

How many such caged birds are there in the world .''

Millions, no doubt, all caged for the sake of their song.

The bird, then, gives us good toll of what it possesses,

even when we take from it what it loves most—its

liberty.

And when it is free .'' A moment's consideration will

bring us gratitude for the bird and its song. Who has not

stolen forth at dusk to listen to the nightingales and felt a

thrill as the first jug-jug-ye-ye burst upon the ear so loud,

so sweet, so almost recklessly near. In one Italian hotel

the rooms which look out into the wood at the back are

priced lower during April and May than at other times,

because the nightingales make so much noise that sleep is

disturbed.

Then the tameness of birds, the quickness with which

they learn to come for scattered food is curiously attractive,

their flight is a perpetual problem, their migrations

mysterious as the grave. Were the world set free of the

dainty, ethereal creatures which hold it in possession using

all things in it as their own, at home equally on the

outermost sky-scraper of a tree as on the ground, how
much the poorer it would be.

And they are so curiously independent of men and the

ways of men. We have all heard of the robins in White's

History of Selborne who built their nest in a carrier's cart,

and brought up their young ones comfortably as he and
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his horse toiled backwards and forwards from the town.

What had they to do with the ultimate sixpence of

carriage ? With the nosebag of corn and chaff which

would be the horse's reward for much haulage ?

Nothing. They were Nature's hirelings intent on

Nature's work ; as such careless of aught else.

One day in spring time, I found a tiny little blue tit

entangled between the four windows of the billiard room,

and to end his imperious disregard of glass, gathered

him up carefully after the fall which invariably followed

each mad rush at a pane. Such a tiny creature ! A
pulsing heart—no more—between my fingers and thumb.

Such a pulsing heart ! In sudden pity as I opened the

window wide to let the little thing go, I held it close

to my lips to kiss it ! Ye gods and little fishes ! The soul

of the creature was a devil—a tiny pulsing devil of

defiance, and I was staunching the blood from three

separate wounds in my lip while I listened to the tit

singing a pasan of victory from a holly-tree hard by.

" They compassed me about ! Yea ! They compassed

me about, but in the name of the Lord have I destroyed

them !

"

So it was no doubt ; that or something still more

self-satisfied !

Of the minor benefits we derive from birds such as the

killing of noxious insect life there is much that might be

said, but here it is enough to remember the words of the

Psalmist, " Oh ! That I had wings ... for then might I

fly away and be at rest."

For in their wings and in their song lies the mysterious

K. 2
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charm of birds. Here one moment, gone the next.

Floating, easy as a cloud, swooping with incredible

swiftness, and always, everywhere, ready of speech.

Of what ? Who knows. One needs to lie in the

woods and listen, listen, listen, before we realize how much
we owe to the bird and its song.



FUR AND FEATHERS

IHE conjunction of these two words brings to

the mind's eye a matinee hat escorted by
" a furry Johnnie."

And it may be that such is one way

of treating the subject.

The added charm which women gain

from egret or humming bird might be commercially

catalogued, the borrowed comfort of a man in a motor

coat might be counted for righteousness to fur and feather.

One might go further and estimate how many love

birds' plumes go to a love match, and how many seals and

skins—parchment or otherwise—are required for a liberal

marriage settlement, since—let women deny it if they

choose—the end and aim of all their decorative dress is love

and marriage.

So it is also amongst the fur and feather bringers ; only

there Nature inverts the desire for adornment. Thus
humanity has to add to the injury of death the insult of

perverting masculine glory to base feminine uses. A bird

of paradise for instance might well resent its tail—for which

it had fought so fiercely—being appropriated by a female

who screams at the very sight of a mouse.

Whether the birds do feel this to be an indecent inver-
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sion of instinct or not, none can deny that even the feathers

of the barn door fowl draw attention -to the face beneath

them ; or that even moleskins accentuate the soft suggestive-

ness of the " collier de Venus " on the fresh young throat

which they encircle.

But in another way also these unequivocal, typical,

luxuries of fur and feather have as distinct an influence on

the society of to-day as they have had on the society of the

past. The possession or non-possession of—let us say a

priceless blue fox coat renders possible the formulation of

two assertions which are practically the foundations of the

whole vast edifice of man's civilization.

For half the pains and pleasures of life are contained in

the statement of fact, " I have a blue fox coat, but thou

hast not a blue fox coat," or its converse " Thou hast a blue

fox coat but I have not a blue fox coat."

On the other hand if we add to these two premises the

corollary " I will have a blue fox coat and thou shalt not

have a blue fox coat " that same edifice of civilization begins

to crumble to pieces again and we are once more a prey to

envies, hatreds, uncharitablenesses, wars, and rumours of

wars.

Furs and feathers, then, when worn by man or woman,
have a notable influence on our world.

And when worn by their rightful owners .?

Ah ! There, in the life itself, not in the cast off gar-

ments of the life, is the great gain. For without this world

of fur and feather, humanity would be poor indeed. The
realm of the poet, the painter, the philosopher lies in the

world which is peopled by fur and feathers, in the shade of

the woods, the sunshine of the hills, the wildness of the
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moorland, the homeliness of fields. Thence and not from

the rubbish heaps of towns—not even those sublimated

seven of Rome—does the indwelling spiritual life of man
draw its best inspiration.

And in moor or field, wood or open hill or dale, fur and

feather go with us.

The rabbit cocks one ear irritably at our distant ap-

proach, his white scut jerks defiantly as he retreats from

closer quarters ; and even if one is not a sportsman, the

mere sight of him as fair game brings a primeval satisfac-

tion to most of us.

" I saw one, two, three—so many—rabbits." Who
has not recounted the sight as part of the pleasures of a

walk ?

Who, also, has not paused to watch rabbits popping in

and out of their holes and not felt a thrill of virtue at keep-

ing a dog from chasing them if they happen to belong to

someone else ? For most men are poachers at heart.

Then a hare, springing suddenly from its form close to

our feet, is a never-failing source of pleasurable surprise, of

wonder that it remained so long invisible. Again, the

watching of a herd of red deer as they trail along a sunset

sky-line, their feet on earth, their horns in Heaven, is un-

speakable delight, while the tiniest shrew-mouse twittering

before us on the path, for all the world like a nervous old

lady before a 'bus in Piccadilly, fills us with a like naughty

amusement and kindly desire to do policeman for once and

stop the traffic !

Then in the woods there is always the squirrel who
" when it be hunted cannot be driven to the ground unlesse

extremitie of faintnesse cause her to do so through unwil-
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ling compulsion ; for such is the stately mind of this little

beast that while her limbs and strength lasteth, she tarrieth

and saveth herself in the tree tops."

From whence the old writer concludes we should

" gather a perfect pattern that we too keep above in the

loftie palace of heavenlie meditation."

But even if we prefer to gather other things than mere

morality in the pathway of life, of the wild flowers, the dog

roses (by the way, what a sinful use of the word " dog " is

that which makes it a damnatory adjunct to such trivialities

as Latin) attract us, there is many a quaint fancy for our

amusement, many a dainty problem for our wisdom to solve

amongst fur and feathers.

Is it possible, for instance, to think without throb of

heart, catch in the breath, of the skylark's choice when,

perceiving a hawk in mid-air it has to decide between sink-

ing to the earth or soaring still higher for safety ?

Fateful decision, supreme second in anyone's life, such

choice.

Shall the pulsing, passionate praise rise higher, nearer

to the sun, telling of the untrammelled freedom of the

ether or shall it cease ? Shall silence come to the singing

soul as it remembers the sweet slavery of earthly love .?

How many odes have not been written to the sky-

lark ? Most .poets have had their say on it, and yet this

bit of the bird's life remains adequately unsung.

But this is true also of a thousand things to be seen by

the seeing eye in the haunts of fur and feather. It needs

the lute of an Orpheus to draw from the life of the woods,

the fields, the moors, its full aroma.

We have to consider, also, the sportsman's side of the
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question, to set down the hours, the days, the years spent

pleasantly in the chase of fur and feather. Spent, also, it

must be confessed, with benefit to that natural man whom
God once called good. For, however much we may con-

demn the cruelty of sport, there can be no doubt that real

sport, not battue butchery, seems to have as healthy an

effect upon men as horse racing has the contrary. Also for

our consideration are many quaint services rendered to man,

such as that given to the deadly destroying sub-marines by

the white mice, which are always kept on board them to

give the first hint by their restlessness of the terrible danger

of petrol leakage.

Finally, fur and feathers largely influence the children of

the race. A child who keeps many pets, who gathers up

young blackbirds and thrushes, moles and pale-pink prickled

young hedgehogs (though these can scarcely be counted

as either fur or feathers), who remembers bread and milk

for his white mice, who feeds a young rat as nurse feeds the

baby, is learning from them more than even his elders are

inclined to admit.

" Oh, Lord ! Please make my dormouse wake in time!"

is a prayer of faith indeed when the winter-frozen gold ball

of fur strikes cold to the hot anxious little palm of a child,

and the greatest of all charity is learnt with the crumbs

which a child's hand scatters for its feathered friends.



THE FRIEND OF MAN

I'E come here, at the last, but not the least, to

what Cuvier, the great naturalist, called

" the completest, the most singular, and the

most useful conquest made by man "
; that

is, the conquest, which brought to us as

spoil the trust and friendship of the dog.

Who can estimate, indeed, the comfort, help, pleasure

which that friendship gives with lavish hand, yet which

asks for so little in return save careless kindness.

There have been many to-days since the dog and

the man faced life and death in company, but if even

for this to-day, all the sick at heart, the disappointed,

the bereaved ones of the human race now existing

in this round world of ours were to uplift fair testi-

mony, what a loud cry of gratitude would go up to the

Great White Throne for the " keen kind eyes that read the

whole heart's pain," and for the sympathy which does not

seek for speech.

Surely there is scarcely a man in the world who does

not find it easier to look into the eyes of his dog when his

own are full of tears, than into the eyes of his nearest and

dearest. For in their steady wistful calm, and in the very
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silence of their love, the dog's eyes gain a comprehension

beyond that of fretted fretful humanity's : they are divine

in their pitiless pity !

Then a dog's laugh ! Who does not know how infec-

tious it can be when on some bright breezy March day on

moor or field—or even on the hard high road—all the

youth, all the spring of the creature goes out into out-

rageous barks, inconsequential gambolling.

In one of Retzches' famous outlines, Faust's dog is

depicted careering madly about his master and the Devil,

with wicked little flames streaming from his flying feet.

The picture was intended, no doubt, to be horribly awe-

inspiring ; but alas ! owing to the innate joyousness of such

careers in real life, the flames have no effect whatever.

One forgets the Devil in favour of the dog, who is evi-

dently enjoying one of these ridiculous fits of extravagant

energy which overtake the most sober-sided of them at

times, and send them head, body, tail, all swerving, curving

round some invisible centre of attraction, doubling, trebling,

in chase of nothing, until Nature can no more and Life

resolves itself into long red tongue and short panting

breath.

So, naturally, one laughs ; for the surliest, crustiest of

humans cannot watch the performance without recognizing

that to some of God's creatures life is worth the living.

What a joy, also, a good sporting dog brings into the

years, how much its keenness intensifies the pleasure of its

master ; and even if it is bad, it at least keeps his attention

on the alert, and acts as a gentle (?) stimulant to speech.

The enormous influence for good which dogs have on

the children of the human race has already been pointed
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out ; but few of us realize its effect on ourselves. What a

gift, for instance, a dog's confidence is ; until we lose that,

we feel that we need not lose it in ourselves.

And the dog is long suffering. It was not until the

feet of Bill Sikes' dog were red with poor Nancy's blood

that he turned from his master and fled ; even then only to

dog his footsteps from afar, and die in an unavailing attempt

to stand by him to the last.

For the dog truly might paraphrase Shakspeare's lover

and say :

—

" For nothing this wide universe I call

" Save, master, thou ! In it thou art my all.

Even in the trivial round, the common task, it is

marvellous how much help the presence of a dog gives to a

house. He is, to begin with, the soul of order, discipline,

routine. You cannot avoid his reminders of what is the

right thing to do : in the matter of exercise alone how
many a fit of dyspepsia has he not prevented by his resolute

refusal to regard rain, or mud, or cold as a sufficient reason

for staying at home and keeping the fire warm ? In fact,

the amount of wholesome constitutionals into which dog-

dom has beguiled mankind is purely beyond counting.

Then, if a dog be allowed to make a personal individual

life for himself, it is not long before he makes for himself

also a regular round of occupations, amusements, and duties

from which he never willingly swerves.

At the time of the full moon an old dog I know in-

variably knocks out about lo p.m. to kill the rats in the

pig-styes, and as regularly knocks in at midnight, barking

at one door, then another, and even at his master's window,
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until he gains admittance, when he comes in full of virtue

at having done his duty.

For it must be yielded that the dog's self-righteousness

is detestable. They are the Gehazi's of beast-life, and

invariably say obtrusively, "Thy servant went no whither,"

when any of their fellows happen to get into trouble.

There is yet another evil trait in dogs —one which,

paradoxically enough, cannot be reckoned with too severely,

but which is nevertheless ridiculously over-estimated.

It is their faculty for imparting to man what is quite the

most alarming of diseases in the world—hydrophobia.

Terrible as it is, however, we must remember its

exceeding rarity at all times, and its almost total extinction

in late years owing to stringent laws. Whether those laws,

having now accomplished their aim, should be made still

more rigid (as they have been), or should be relaxed, as

many wish them to be, is ground for debate amongst par-

tisans. But the outsider, viewing all disease as equal evils,

remains lost in wonder why the half per cent, of a dog-

developed death should set all the machinery of law and

order in motion, while the untold mortality of another

disease which is man's gift to himself, and which belongs

so entirely to human life and human conditions that it

cannot, by any means, be communicated to the beasts,

should go unchecked.

Charity does not in all cases begin at home ; certainly

it does not do so here.

If, in the opinion then, of those who have followed

this record so far, the beasts seem to have but a poor case

on most points, there can be no doubt that they have done

less harm to man than man has done to himself.









L'ENVOI

Yellow green beech leaves swinging over head

A carpet of the heaven-blue hyacinth spread

Starred with narcissus, set with campion red

Where Angelo lies dead.

Dead is the lily that I laid with him

To bear him company ;
yet on the rim

Of his small grave, a lily tall and slim

Offers her cup's white brim.

Brim full is it of sacramental wine

The Wine of Life Eternal, that is mine,

The lily's, Angelo's—since all combine

Body and soul divine.

Divine the World-soul seeking—who knows why

A Body in the earth, or sea, or sky

Close clung to Life, and yet without a sigh

Giving itself to die.

Die then ye bodies ! Let the dust we make

Pass to fresh mouldings ; let our souls forsake

These little lives ; and to those next to wake

This mystic message take

" Take, mortal, thou, This Body given for thee

Preserve thou it for life thou shalt not see,

Seek not to keep it ; bring it back to mc.

I am Eternity.

" Eternity whose Harvest none can reap

Whose hands all equipoised the Balance keep

Eternity who smiles although men weep

And watches while men sleep."
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